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Foreword 
The uninhabitated volcanic i s land of Bouvetøya (54°25'S, 3°21'E) i s  remote from other 
islands or  conti nents .  Few ships pass near it, and it i s  rarely vis i ted. Norway made it a 
nature reservati on in 1971 by Royal Decree. 
Plans for the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) comprised extensive meteorological 
i nvestigati ons duri ng 1979. Norway deci ded that one of her major contributions to  thi s  inter­
national p rogramme would be to operate an upper air station at Bouvetøya during the f irst 
Special Observing Perio d  of FGGE, from 5 J anuary to 5 March 1979, and thereafter provide 
observations by two automatic w eather stations for the remainder of  the year. The Norwegian 
Antarctic Research Expedition (NARE) 1916/77 vis ited the i shnd from 23 to 25 February 
1977, in order to select a location fo ·r the upper air station, and an automatie weather station 
was establ ished on Nyrøysa on the western side of  the i s land. We were i n  particular anxious 
to obtain i nformation on the wind conditi ons l ikely to be  encountered. Various other research 
activiti es were also carried out on the isl and and in i ts v icinity. This work is described in  
Norsk Polarins ti tutt S krifter Nr .  169 and elsewhere. 
This volurne presents mainly research from NARE 1918/7 9, with some results from NARE 
1976/77. Both expedi tions w ere organized and led by Norsk Polari nsti tutt and used the 
small  Norwegi ,an i cebreaker M/V «Polarsirkeh>. The expedit ion f irst worked by Bouvetøya 
from 21 December 1978 to 5 January 1979 using hel icopters to fly personneI and equipment to 
the is land. At this time the upper air station was established and fin men were left ashore. 
Extensive research was conducted on and around the i s land i n  spite of  a mishap where a trawl 
got caught in the propell er. After return to Cape Town for exehange of sci entific  crew and for 
minor  repairs , M/V «Polarsirkel" vis ited B ouvetøya again from 21 to 23 J anuary. An auto­
matie weather stati'on was establ ished on the upper slope of  the i s land. The f inal  visit to the 
i s land was from 5 to 8 Mareh 1979. The upper air station was closed down and the five men 
taken on board. Two automatic weather stati ons, three small huts and some emergency 
provis ions w ere l eft behind on the i s land. 
This research during NARE 197 8179 i nvolved altogether 24 sci entists . It has resulted in 
i mproved topographic and hydrographic maps of  the island and i ts environs, in descriptions 
of the flora and fauna, i n  micro-earthquake, magnetie  and geological studies , as w ell as in 
better knowledge of the meteoro logical, oceanographic, and glaciological  conditions. Mos,t of 
the results from these studies are described in  the eleven arti cles i n  this volurne. 
Oslo ,  l July 1981 
Olav Orheim 
E xpedition leader, 
NARE 1976177 and 1978/79. 

New map of Bouvetøya * 
By Sigurd G. Helle 
The programme of the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition 1 978/79 
included mapping of Bouvetøya. The best map available until then was the 
South African chart S.A . 1 Bouvetøya from 1 967. 
The mapping of the island was done from M/V «Polarsirkel» from 2 1  De­
cember 1 978 to 5 January 1 979 . Ola Steine, Norsk Polarinstitutt, was in 
charge of the surveying, and Bj ørn Fossum, Institutt for Kontinentalsokkel­
undersøkelser, of the satellite positioning. They used Bell 206B helicopters 
for transport. 
The isolated position of Bouvetøya and the difficult weather conditions there 
made it impossible to obtain conventional vertical photography from aircraft. 
The only practical solution was to mount a camera for terrestrial photogram­
metry in a helicopter and photograph the island towards the coast. A Zeiss 
UMK 1 0/ 1 3 1 8  universal photogrammetric camera with 1 0  cm focal length 
and for 1 3 X 1 8  cm glass plates was rented for this purpose .  The camera was 
mounted on a platform with the lens faced through an open window. It was 
planned that the is land should be photographed from 1 500 m and 750 m 
elevations from straight flight lines, respectively about 3 km and 1 .5 km from 
the coast, and with an inclination of - 1 5°. These plans could not be followed 
in the field.  For instance, the flight elevation had to be reduced to about 
one-fourth because of prevailing low clouds covering parts of the i sland. The 
inclination of the camera was set to 0° . Some photogrammes were out of 
foeus, possibly because of vibration. Fig-s. 1 and 2 show two of  the photo­
grammes later used in the map compiIation. 
Three fixed points marked on the enclosed map were positioned by Doppler 
satellite receiver (see Fossum 1 98 1 ) .  These results were us ed without geodetic 
connection between the points . Some trigonometri c points were measured at 
Nyrøysa and its vicinity. The points mentioned and the photographic glass 
plates were the material available for the map construction, which was done 
on a Wild A7  autograph at Norsk Polarinstitutt. 
The construction of Slakhallet - the eastern sIope of the island - could 
not be carried out because its even snow surface gave inadequate stereoscopic 
" Publication No.  37 of the Norwegian Antarctic Research E xpeditions.  (1978179). 
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Fig. 1. Bouvetøya, seen from the north. 
Fig. 2. Northwestem part of Bouvetøya, seen from the west. 
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effed. The photographs show, however, that the slope is fairly even (see 
Fig. l and Orheim 1 98 1 ,  Fig. l ) .  The upper western part of the is land which 
was always covered by clouds could unfortunately not be compiled . 
Bouvetøya is found to be located about 3 . 7  km WNW of the position shown 
on the South African chart . 
A future, more complete surveying may indeed give a new map which may 
deviate from the enclosed. 
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Geodetic determina tion of Bouvetøya * 
By Bjørn A. Fossum1 
Topographic mapping of Bouvetøya was included in the first part of the 
Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition 197 8/79. As a part of  this work it 
was necessary to establish fixed reference points in a geodetic datum. The 
determination was carried out by using satell i te doppler observation in the 
TRANSIT -system. The plan was to establish four geodetic points easily de­
tected by the photogrammetric survey carried out simultaneously (see Helle 
198 1 )  . 
The equipment used was a mobile station consisting of a Magnavox-MX 
1 502 receiver, two 1 2  volts 1 00 Ah accumulators, and a small tent for ho us ing 
the equipment. This had a total weight of  approximately 1 00 kg and was easily 
l ifted together with two surveyors by the Bel l  206B helicopters . To set up a 
station and check that it runs correctly to ok typically three hours . 
Bouvetøya was a challenge from a satellite point of view. The glacier cap 
ex ten ds out to the steep cl iff sides which fall almost directly into the sea, and 
Nyrøysa is  the only beach-like area of  some size (se enclosed map) . The best 
location for satellite observation points i s  on the very edge of the cliffs where 
a relatively free horizon will enable a fairly even distribution of satell ite 
passes .  The easiest accessible points were found on the southern coast and in  the 
Nyrøysa area.  I t  was difficult to find suitable observation areas on the 
northern coast where the few potential locations were either too dose to the 
ris ing diff edge or  too exposed to adverse weather. Another l imitation was set 
by the prevailing low douds which generally covered elevations above 300 m. 
Occasional doud-free periods were of  ten too short to establish a station, and 
the possibility of not being abl e  to recover i t  made us reluctant to establish 
stations on the northern coast. 
The difficult environmental conditions and the limited time available  
constrained us to establishing three observation points, two along the southern 
co st  and one at Nyrøysa (se enclosed map) . 
The preliminary on-site processing by the MX 1 502 indicated a 3 . 7  km 
WNW shift of the position of the island relative to the position given by the 
South African chart from 196 7 .  The following results were obtained with 
reference to the WGS-72  datum : 
':. Publication No. 38 of the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expeditions. (1978/79). 
1 Institutt for Kontinentalsokkelundersøkelser. Postboks 1883. 700 1  Trondheim. 
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Number 
On-site 
Post-
Difference Station name Observation of proeessing 
period posit ion posit ion in metres passes 
Nyknausen 26 . 1 2 .-29. 1 2. 59 S: 54°26'42".6 S: 54°26'42".65 1 .5 m 
E :  03°24'22". 1 E :  03°24'2 1".65 8.0 m 
h: 1 04 . 7m h :  1 32 . 8m 28. 1  m 
Moseryggen 30 . 1 2.-02 . 0 1 .  4 5  S: 54°26'48".4 S: 54°26'48".40 O.O m 
E :  03°20'37".6 E: 03°20'38".00 7.2 m 
h:  29 1 .3m h: 3 1 8.2m 26.9 m 
Nyrøysa 09.0 1 .- 1 2.oI. 83 S: 54°24'36".7 S: 54°24'36". 72 7.2 m 
E :  03°1 7'07".3 E: 03°1 7'08".55 22.5 m 
h: 47.9m h: 65.4m 1 7.5 m 
The post proeessing is based on the GEODOP programrne, using tempera­
ture, humidity, and pressure as observed at Nyrøysa. These computations intro­
duee adjustments to the on-site results but show the necessary consistency. 
The accuracy for the final positions are all within 3 m. The Nyrøysa deter­
mination is  the least accurate since the computations are mainly based on passes 
west of the observation point. 
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Hydrographie surveying around Bouvetøya *  
B y  ].H. Fj ørtoft 
Abstract 
The bathymetry around Bouvetøya was eharted during the 197 8/197 9 Norwegian Antaret ie  
Researeh Expediti on. A nautical chart has been compi led on a seale 1: 60,000 covering an area 
out to  about 12 nautical mi les from the i sland. 
Introduction 
Bouvetøya appears as an isolated volcanic peak in the central southern 
Atlantic Ocean. The earliest vi s i  tors gave accounts of near-shore and landing 
conditions and the general bathymetry around the island was also known by 
the 1 930's (Mosby 1 934) . A hydrographic survey was conducted by South 
African surveyors, mainly east of the island, and published in 1 96 7 .  Heezen 
and Tharp ( 1 96 1 ) ,  Johnson et al .  ( 1 973) , and most recently Sdater et aJ . 
( 1 9 76) have compiled regional bathymetric maps of the area and explored 
the geological setting of Bouvetøya. 
Hydrographic surveying around Bouvetøya was part of a multidisciplinary 
programme carried out during leg l of the 1 9 7 8/ 1 9 7 9  Norwegian Antarctic 
Research Expedition with M/V "Polarsirkel" .  Supplementary soundings were 
col lected during visits to the is land on l eg 2 en route to and from Dronning 
Maud Land, Antarctica. A bathymetric map <tDd a nautical chart have been 
compiled covering water depths shallower than 1500 metres. 
The hydrographie survey 
Survey operations were planned as detailed boat soundings dose to the 
island during daylight and good weather, combined with longer sounding 
lines run by the expedition vessel M/V "Polarsirkel" during nights and periods 
of foul weather. The sounding boat (a 6 .6  m launch) was equipped with an 
Atlas model 4 7 0  Echosounder and posit ioned by a Motorola Mini-Ranger 
system. The transponders were deployed by helicopter and the sites were 
posit ioned by a Magnavox 1502 Geoceiver. A l ightweight Kelvin Hughes 
H.E .  30 Echosounder was used as back-up sounding system. 
e. .  Publ i cation No . 39 of  the Norwegian Antarctie Research Exped[tions . (197 8/79). 
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Fig. 1 .  Bathymetry of the area surrounding Bouvetøya. Canto ur interval 100 metres and 
depths in corrected melres. Survey lines indicated by dotted lines . 
MN "Polarsirkel" had two Simrad Eehosounders (Mod el EP 2 BN and 
EK 1 2  B) and two Navigation Radars (Wave lengths 10 and 3 cm) . A dual­
channelIed Satellite Reeeiver integrated with log and gyro was used for posi­
tioning. Care was taken to obtain at least one satel l i te-fix on each sounding 
line run at constant speed and course .  
Upon arrival on 23 December 1978 ,  M/V "Polarsirkel" started to run 
sounding lines radiating from the island out to water depths of around 1 500 
metres whenever weather conditions were unsuitable for landing operations. 
On 27 December the expedition vessel was immobilized by a trawl in the 
propeller and anehored east of  the island. For safety reasons the sounding 
launch was restricted to operate within sight of M/V "Polarsirkel" and this 
happened to be in the area where the South Africans had laid down most of 
their work. Surveying was concentrated to the northeast and southwest of 
Bouvetøya on days with good weather until departure on 5 January 1 97 9 . 
M/V "Polarsirkel" visited Bouvetøya again on leg 2 for a total of five days 
in January and March. Additional lines were then run eollecting bathy­
metrie and magnetic data, but no survey work was done with the sounding 
boat. 
15 
Results 
A final navigation for the survey was worked out by integrating satellite 
fixes and speed/course information with radar positions of the vessel (Fig. 1 ) .  
Soundings were computed with corrected sound velocities and plotted a t  a 
scale of 1:60 ,000 .  Contours were drawn at 1 00 metre intervals ,  with the 
exception of near-shore on the eastern side of the island. 
The data were edited and compiled for Norsk Polarinstitutt Nautical Chart 
No. 5 1 6 . A reduced copy of this chart in scale 1 : 1 00 ,000 is  enclosed with this 
volurne. The final edition printed in colour at a scale of  l :60,00 is  available 
separately .  
The morphology o f  t h e  s e a  floor around Bouvetøya 
The morphology of the platform supporting the Bouvetøya volcano is  that 
of a relatively smooth and gently undulating rise elongated in the NE-SW 
direction (see chart enclosed) , i .e .  along the direction of sea floor spreading. 
lts simple  geometry does not indicate  any large submarine volcanic centers in 
the area aside from the island of Bouvetøya itself . 
The slope east of  the i sland is buih up of severai terraces and differs in 
this respect from other parts of the rise .  These terraces may either be  con­
structional features or  possibly forrned by block faulting. 
To what extent sediments smooth the volcanic platform is  not known. From 
limited seismic data, Purdy and Twichell ( 1978 )  report that no sediments are 
present within the map area except pockets in the northern and northeastern 
part. However, the heavily sediment- laden water observed around the island 
indicates that a substantial input of  erosion products are distributed by 
currents. 
The rise around Bouvetøya is  anomalously shallow in relation to the 
corresponding northeastern flank (minimum depth '" 1 000 metres) of  the 
spreading center east of  the island. Also a depth of  about 3300 metres is 
predicted by the depth versus age relationship for a slow spreading mid­
ocean ridge (Parsons and Sclater 197 7 ) .  
The excess accumulation o f  volcanic material represented by Bouvetøya and 
its platform has commonly been interpreted as asurface manifestation of a 
"hot spot" in the earth' s  mantle (e .g .  Morgan 197 1 ) .  
Acknowledgement 
l am grateful to Captain M. Aklestad, officers and crew on board the 
MN "Polarsirkel" for their support and good workingf spirit under rather 
unpleasant weather conditions . Y .  Kristoffersen contributed to the discussion 
on morphology .  
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Terrestrial vegetation of Bouvetøya * 
A preliminary account 
By Torstein Engelskj øn1 
Abstract 
Bouvetøya (54°25'S, 3QI8'E) has been surveyed as lo v egetation and f10ristic conten!' Main 
vegetation types and localizati on on the island are summariz ed, There i s  a fragmentarily 
developed Cryptogami c tundra formati on of the maritime Antarctic which has phytogeo­
graphical relati ons to the flora and vegetati on o f  more w esterly archip elagos li ke the South 
S andwich Islands and the South Shetland Islands, 
Previous and present investigations 
The nature of the vegetation of Bouvetøya was for a long time subj ect to 
speculation due to the infrequency of visits and especially the inaccessibility of 
the high ground until helicopters became available. 
Expeditions during the two centuries after Bouvet's discovery in 1 739 were 
not aware of some extensively vegetated sites on the south and west coasts. 
Chun ( 1 900 p .  1 73) stated: "1m Gegensatz zu Bouvet und Lindsay, welche von 
einem Baumwuchs berichten, verdient hervorgehoben zu werden, dass mit 
dem Ferm'ohr keine Spur einer Vegetation (auch nicht aus einer Entfernung 
von nur zwei Seemeilen) wahrzunehmen war ."  However, the "Deutsche Tief­
see-Expedition" 1 898-99 was unable to land on Bouvetøya, and the quoted 
statement concerning lack of vegetation must be considered premature as far 
as cryptogamic vegetation is concerned. The same is the case with the "Nor­
vegia" expeditions 1 92 7 -30.  The observers , who were not trained botanists, 
found the island quite barren and reported only thallose algae in some places 
on the West coast (Aagaard 1930) . 
Sometime between the visits of S .A.S .  "Transvaal" (February 1 955) and 
U.S.e.G.C. "Westwind" (January 1 958)  the new ground now called Nyrøysa 
appeared on the northwest coast, leaving an area of about 2 X 0.5 km open 
for colonization of terrestrial vegetation, and facilitating landing on the island. 
':. Publicati on No.  40 of  the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedi ,tions.  (197 6/7 7 and 
197 8/7 9). 
1 Jøssingvei en 25B, 1343 Eiksmarka. Norway. 
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Holdgate et al .  ( 1 968)  reported some moss  and lichen vegetation on Nyrøysa 
during their landing 3 1  March - 2 April 1964 . Considering the island at 
large, these authors held that there were certainly no extensive areas of 
bryophyte cover. 
The South African reconnaissance expedition in 1966 (Muller eLal .  1967 )  
recorded algal, moss, and lichen vegetation in various parts of  the island, but 
no determinations were quoted. 
During the landing on 23 February 197 7 by the Norwegian Antarctic Re­
search Expedition, Sømme (pers. comm.) collected samples of  the notable 
Brachythecium - Tortula vegetation on Nyrøysa. 
Participating in the Norwegian Antarctic  Expedition 1978/79 as a medical 
doctor and biologi st, the present author was in charge of  botanical field work 
on Bouvetøya from 28 December 1978  to 7 March 1979 .  Nearly 400 collections 
were obtained of  algae, lichens, fungi,  and bryophytes from various parts of  the 
i sland . The material of  l ichens and bryophytes are revised by a group at 
Bergen University in cooperation with workers at the Institute of  Terrestrial 
Ecology, Penicuik, Scotland, at the British Antarctic Survey, and at the British 
Museum. Algae and fungi are dealt with at Oslo University. Studies of  vege­
tation ecology are continued at Oslo University in cooperation with Norsk 
Polarinstitutt. 
A comprehensive taxonomic and phytogeographical account of  the Bouvet­
øya flora will be published in due course. Vegetation communities and ecology 
are briefly treated in the present paper, whereas a more detailed account 
awaits publication. 
Outline of vegetation types 
The dassification of  Antarctic vegetation proposed by Longton ( 196 7 )  and 
modified and extended by Gimingham and Smith ( 1 970) ,  Smith ( 1972) , and 
Smith and Gimingham ( 1976)  is  partly founded on physiognomic criteria l ike 
growth form and vegetative appearance (Formations and Sub-formations) , 
partly on floristic similarity (Associations) , and on dominance (Sociations) . On 
Bouvetøya, some 1 00 squares of  1 -4 m2 from various sub-formations and 
associations were investigated quantitatively, cover degree being estimated 
according to Hult-Sernander's &cale. Sllmmarizing the rna in vegetation types 
of  Bouvetøya, the island appears to support a more restricted range of  com­
mllnities within each sub-formation than the more extensive and varied land 
areas elsewhere in the maritime Antarctic. They resemble those described 
from some of the South Sandwich Islands (Longton and Holdgate 1979) ,  about 
1 800 km to the wesL Some of the more exposed l ichen and moss assemblages, 
on the other hand, come rather dose to communities seen in the South Shet­
land I slands (Lindsay 197 1 ) ,  e .g. a Placo/Jsis contortuplicata association and 
an Andreaea gainii - U snea fasciata sociation. Finally, a few prominent 
species or species complexes are common to Bouvetøya and continental 
Antarctica, e .g.  U snea antaretica, Grimmia cf. antarctici, and Bryum cf. 
algens (see Lindsay 197 2 ;  Seppelt and Alston 197 8) . 
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Fig. 1. Bouvetøya, south coast. Elevated plateau of Rustadkollen. about 350 m above sea 
leve l looking south. Andreaea gai[JJi i  - Usnea fasciata communities (lichen with rime), 
partly cryoturbated. 23 january 1979, 10 a.m.  
The present enumeration (Table l) is a dassification attempt of the parti­
cular vegetation types observed on Bouvetøya. Some of the specific determi­
nations are provisional. The correspondence to vegetation units elsewhere 
in the maritime Antarcti c  is tentatively noted in the column to the right .  
Main vegetated sites on Bouvetøya 
As the island is more {han 95% ice covered, areas available to terrestrial 
vegetation are quite restrided. During the present investigation all vegetated 
sites were visited or photographed from fairly dose distance. Four main areas 
are described here as to appearance and content of  vegetation .  
l .  Rustadkollen, 340 m above sea leve l ,  and surrounding nunataks, 250 -
380 m above sea leve l. South Coast high ground vegetation . 
Apparently an old and well- established dimax vegetation colonizing 
leached basalt lithosol on exposed plateaus and summit ridges, weU away 
from excessive animal disturbance, marine abrasion, ice avalanches, and 
volcanic activity. Cryoturbation is considerable on parts of the Rustadkollen 
plateau. 
Already Winsnes ( 1 966) noted the extensive U snea (sed. N europogon) vege­
tat ion. Most of the area (Fig. l )  belongs to the non-vascular cryptogam tundra 
2 1 
formation of the maritime Antarctic, chiefly the Andreaea - Usnea asso­
ciation, the Polytriehum alpinum association, and the Plaeopsis eontortupli­
eata association. The most prominent lichen is U snea fasciata auet . ( = N euro­
pogon aurantiaeo-ater (jaeq.)  Lamb sensu lat. (Jørgensen pers .  comm. ) )  along 
with Stereocaulon glabrum, Psoroma spp . ,  and Rinodina turfaeea. Important 
mosses are Andreaea gainii, Dicranoweisia grimmiaeea, Grimmia cf .  antare­
tiei, and Polytriehum alpinum. However, within such a restricted area the 
mentioned associations are developed merely as mosaieing fragments . In moist 
depressions they are replaced by a moss carpet association of  Dre panocladus 
uncinatus, Braehytheeium austro-salebrosum, the hepatic, Paehyglossa dissiti­
folia, and Psoroma spp. 
The southern precipices of  Rustadkollen and Selodden are colonized bv 
tens of  thousands of  the southern silver-grey fulmar (Fulmarus glaeialoides) 
and the cape pigeon (Daption capense). The bird droppings prornote extensive 
covers of  the thallose algae sub- formation, presurnably dominated by Pra­
siola cris/Ja . As these rock ledges and the prornontory of Selodden are practic­
aUy inaccessible ,  these sites (from 20 to about 300 m above sea level) are 
unknown as to possible other components of vegetation. 
2 .  Roeky slopes and promotories Oil the west eoast, 150 - e. 400 m above 
sea level. 
Main sites are the elevated slopes southeast of Kapp Circoncision ; the 
mountain ridge with a summit 1 7 7  m above sea level north of Nyrøysa, and 
the crest north of Aagaardbreen, 390 m above sea level . They support a moss 
hummock vegetation which in places becomes extensive (Fig. 2 )  and up to 
30 cm deep. I t  is dominated by Braehytheeium austro-salebrosum and Tortula 
cf. exeelsa. Minor green patches, presurnably of the same speeies, were also 
seen on the steep west coast from Norvegiaodden southwards .  These oligo­
specific moss hummocks seem to be a sub-climax stage confined to this sector 
of  the island , which may be related to occurrence of  less leached tuff and 
lava debris .  Several speeies such as Andreaea gainii and Usnea fasciata, 
dominating the high ground on the south coast, are entirely absent here. 
Wind-exposed crests bordering on the moss areas support a more stony 
and open frutieose l ichen and moss cushion vegetation of U snea antaretiea, 
Braehytlzeeium austro-salebrosum, Bryum cf. algens, Tortula cf. excelsa, and 
Lecania gerlaelzei. 
Precipices and cliffs unsuitable for extensive moss growth are partially 
covered by crustose lichens of  the genera Buellia, Caloplaca, Lecanora, and 
Verrucaria, in some places also foliose speeies like Physeia dubia and the 
squamulose Leeania gerlaehei. Especially the dolerite dykes have a marked 
Caloplaca cover, the predominant speeies being C. eirroehrooides and C. sub­
lobulata. Verruearia tesselatula is ubiquitous on all shore cl iffs, but may 
extend to a couple of hundred meters above sea level, along with Verrucaria 
dispartita. These associations of  the crustose l ichen sub- formation occur all 
around the ice-free cliffs of  Bouvetøya, even at Kapp Meteor on the east 
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Fig. 2. Bouvetøya, northwesl coasl. Headland north of Nyrøysa, about 200 m above sea level. 
U pper slopes with exlensive B rachythecium - Tortula vegelation. 16. January 1979, 2 p.m. 
coast, and at quite high 1evels, at 1east above 400 m. In ava1anche areas ,  
however, the diffs are devoid of  macroscopic vegetation. The Prasiola crisfJa 
sub- formation is conspicuous as dark-green areas around the bird rookeries, 
even at considerable altitudes on the crest north of  Aagaardbreeen, 390 m 
above sea level. Such sites ,  dose to the glacier cap , seem to be preferred 
habitats of  genuine antarctic birds such as the snow petre! (Pagodroma nivea) 
and brown petrel (Thalassoica antarctica). The accompanying sparse crustose 
l ichen and thallose algae vegetation was only studied from a distance. 
3 .  Communities of the Kapp Valdivia rhyolite, N orlh Coast. 
Kapp Valdivia forms a prornontory proj ecting about l km from the general 
trend of the north coast and is quite competent against marine abrasion, being 
built of columnar rhyolite. The vegetation of its top surface, about 80 -
150  m above sea level, is a scattered, oligospecific assemblage of the ap­
parently most frugal species occurring on Bouvetøya. Although the ice-free 
area is extensive and stable ,  the impression is  des ert-l ike (Fig. 3) . Wind 
action seems to be excessive. A few gullies eroded by meltwater b rooks sup­
port small stands of  Drepanocladus uncinatus. Rhyolite slabs are partly 
covered by Verrucaria disfJartita and V. tesselatula, a little Buellia latemargi­
nala, and Caloplaca cirrochrooides . Silt  y ground between the slabs are co1o­
nized by compact, old cushions of  Bryum cf. algens, and a little Prasiola 
crispa. 
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Fig. 3. Bouvetøya, nOl·th coast. Slopes ol Kapp Valdivia, about 100 m above sea leve l, looking 
east. Almost barren rhyolite stoneIield with Bryum cf. algens. Background: precipice with 
glaeier cap. 30 December 1978, 1 p.m. 
4. Recent pioneer vegetation of Nyrøysa, 10 - 51 m above sea level. 
The new ground of  Nyrøysa including Westwindstranda was consolidated 
in the period 1 955 - 58 after an extensive landslide (Prestvik and Winsnes 
1 98 1 ) .  Its  present expanding vegetation is  evidently recruited from the nearby 
mountains and headlands. Depending on local topography, ground stability ,  
extent of surface weathering, and geothermal heat ,  the extent and speeies 
content of the vegetation is rather heterogeneous .  Solid and smooth-surfaced 
lava surfaces are colonized by Caloplaca sublobulata in great amounts ,  further­
more Buellia babingtonii, Physcia dubia, Usnea antarctica, Grimmia apocarfJa, 
and the ubiquitous Brachythecium austro-salebrosum. 
Easily weathering tuff and calcite-bearing volcanic breccia are overgrown 
by Tortula cf. excelsa, Bryum cf. algens, Brachythecium austro-salebrosum, 
and the bryophilic ascomycet e  LamfJrospora miniata. We also noted accidental 
colonization of Drepanocladus uncinatus in moist depressions, and quite spo­
radically, rare speeies like Dicranoweisia cf. antarctica and Leptogium cf. 
puberulum. 
The climax vegetation on such recently invaded ground would seem to be  
a moss hummock community dominated by Brachythecium and Tortula, with 
Usnea antarctica on protruding boulders. Most speeies of  the Andreaea -
Usnea fasciata association described from Rustadkollen are absent. 
The expanding fur seal and penguin colonies compete with the pioneer 
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Fi .g. 4 .  Fur sea l area north of  Nyrøysa, about 5 m above sea level. Seal pups on the ridge, 
partly eroded Brachythecium hummock. 23 February 1979, 2 p.m. 
vegetation of Nyrøysa. The penguin area of the northern shore expands centri­
fugally, as shown by moss peat below penguin sludge. Also the fur seals 
destroy vegetation, but sloping moss hummocks are left intact (Fig. 4 ) .  The 
highest point of Nyrøysa is an agglomerate hil lock about 50 m above sea 
l eve!. I t  is a nesting place of cape pigeons and fulmars, and Tortula carpets 
are overgrown by Prasiola due to excessive dunging. 
Finally, the seaward side of  Nyrøysa is  eroded by the breakers at an 
astonishing rate, amounting to l - 2 m annually (Snuggerud pers .  comm.). 
Environmental factors 
Gnly a few points are discussed he re, whereas biometeorology and soil  
studies will be dealt with in a later account. 
Regional climate 
As shown by Vinj e ( 1 978 ) ,  Bouvetøya has a pronounced maritime Antarctic 
climate. There is an excessive glaciation in spite of  the low latitude. Air 
humid it y is high, and there are frequent foggy days. However, clear days have 
a great solar radiation intensity which leads to considerable desiccation of 
the porous lava soils .  
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Fig . .5. Dillrnal air temperatllre flllctuations at the Nyrøysa station, 85 m abovc sea level. 
l janllary - 17 February 1979. Data by courtesy of T.E. Vinje, Norsk Polarinstitutt. 
Local climale 
Hourly temperature registrations were performed at various sites on Ny­
røysa to study the diurnal temperature regime in the air as well as soil and 
vegetation. Fig .  5 giv es an idea of the diurnal temperature fluduations in the 
air above Nyrøysa in January and February 1979. Nightly frost and snow­
fall is frequent, but snow seldom persists for more than a few hours. Sunny 
days lead to rapid melting and considerable heating of the ground. On north 
facing eliffs temperatures above 20° C were measured regularly. Up to 33° C 
was registered 5 January 1979 (Fig. 6) . 
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In view of the contrast between geothermally heated and unheated ground, 
temperature registrations were also made in a fumarole heated area in the 
middle of Nyrøysa. Some places have a stable  and elevated temperature of 
1 0  - 1 5° C (Fig. 7 a, b) . In  addition to sol ar radiation this favours early 
thawing and continuous growth of  vegetation, which is clearly seen in a local ,  
luxuriant development of  Brachythecium hummocks. 
Recently ice-free areas 
The iee-cap mode of glaciation has been described by Holtedahl ( 1 929) as 
typical of Bouvetøya . According to Winsnes (pers . comm.) striae on the edges 
of the Rustadkollen plateau indicate a more extensive glaciation in the past. 
Based on observations from March/April 1 964 , Lunde ( 1 965) holds that the 
glaeiers are in a bad state as regards net accumulation. However, he eoncluded 
that there had been a small advance on the east coast since the thirties. The 
contrary is evident on the west coast. Comparing photographs in Holtedahl 
( 1 929) with 1 9 7 8/79  observations of  the area west of  Rustadkollen, glaeier 
lobes have retreated. Finally, nunataks have been exposed on the glacier north 
of Rustadkollen. It would be of great interest to follow the succession of vege­
tation in these recently iee-free areas. 
Discussion 
The seattered vegetation of Bouvetøya belongs to the non-vascular erypto­
gamic formation of the maritime Antarctic. As to floristie contents , it is an 
impoverished version of  the maritime Antarctie flora at large. There are still 
too many dubious points in the Antarctic cryptogamic taxonomy to allow a 
detail ed assessment of its phytogeographical affinities. Most, if not all of the 
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nearly 20 bryophyte and about 50 l ichen species are widespread in maritime 
Antarctic localities to the remote west and southwest. 
These patterns are compatible with the view that most species have 
reached Bouvetøya by way of trans-oceanic dispersal since the emerging of 
the is land during the Pliocene and Pleistocene. The question of  their survival 
during more extensive glaciations remains open. 
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A census of penguins and seals on Bouvetøya * 
By Svein Haftornl , Lauritz Sømme2 and John S .  Gray3 
Abstract 
By means of  aeria l  surveys and ground counts the total  populat ion o f  penguins on Bouvet­
øya in D ec. 1 9 i 5  - Jan. 1 9 i 9  was estimated at 1 1  i .500 birds. Macaroni penguins (Edyptes 
chrysoloph us) comprised more than 1 00 .000 individuals ,  chinstrap penguins (Pygoscelis an­
tarcLica) 1 0 ,000, and Adel i e  penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) a few hundred only. Altogether 
five rookeries were cencused ; the l argest at  Kapp Circoncis ion contained 66,400 pengui ns .  The 
total  penguin populat ion on Bouvetøya has increased dramatical ly in recent decades ,  especially 
in the third largest rookery at  Nyrøysa. The populat ion o f  fur s eals  (Arctocephalus gazella) 
was estimat ed at 4 1 00 individuals ,  and elephant seals (Mirounga lconina) at 350 individuals  
with the largest concentration at Westw indstranda, Nyrøysa. 
Introduction 
Observations were made of the populations of penguins and seals on Bouvet­
øya during the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition 1978/79. The 
expedition arrived at Bouvetøya on 2 1  December 197 8 ,  but owing to stormy 
weather did not come ashore until 24 December. It departed on 4 January 
1 9 79 .  
With the exception o f  the penguin rookery at Nyrøysa , including West­
windstranda, information on the sizes of the different rookeries was scarce. 
Neither the exact number of  rookeries nor their distribution on the island 
were known. A census of  the penguin population was therefore given a high 
priority. 
Three penguin species breed on Bouvetøya :  the chinstrap penguin (Pygo­
scelis antaretica) , the macaroni penguin (Eudyptes chrysolophus) , and the 
Adelie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) , the latter in limited numbers only. In 
addition, the is land is occasionally visited by the king penguin (Aptenodytes 
patagonica) , of which two individuals were observed at Nyrøysa in January 
". Publication No. 4 1  o f  the Norwegian Antarcti c  Research Expedit ions .  ( 1 9 i 81 i9 ) .  
1 The Museum, Univers i ty of  Trondheim, N- 7000 Trondheim, Norway. 
2 Zoological Insti tute,  Universi ty of Oslo ,  P .O.Box 1 050,  Blindern, Oslo 3 ,  Norway. 
3 Institute o f  Marin B iology and Limnology, Universi,ty of  Oslo, P .O .Box 1 069, B lindern 
Oslo 3 ,  Norway. 
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1 9 79 .  The speeies was observed at Bouvetøya for the first t ime in 1 9 7 7  (Fe­
volden and Sømme 1 9 7 7 ) ,  but there is  no indication that i t  has ever bred on 
the island. Altogether penguin rookeries were recognized in five different 
places, from Posadowsky-breen in the north to Larsøya in southwest. 
Following the formation of  Nyrøysa, possibly by a volcanic eruption be­
tween 1 955 and 1 958  (Baker and Tomblin 1 964) ,  or a landslide (Prestvik and 
Winsnes 1 98 1 ) ,  a rookery consisting of 800 chinstrap , 1 50 macaroni, and 56 
Adelie penguins was observed by Solj anik ( 1 959) in 1 958 .  Holdgate et al .  
( 1 968) , visiting Nyrøysa in March/April 1 964 ,  counted about 600 chinstraps 
and 1 00 macaronis .  The size of  the rookery in  February 1 9 7 7  was estimated 
at about 7500 penguins (Fevolden and Sømme 1 9 7 7 ) ,  most of them chinstraps .  
At the  same t ime estimates were made of the  rookeries on Larsøya and Kapp 
Circoncision. 
Olstad ( 1 929) found both fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella) and elephant 
seals (Mirounga leonina) on Bouvetøya . Lunde ( 1 965) and Winsnes ( 1 966) 
reported that the above speeies were present in 1 964 and 1 966 .  Winsnes ( 1 966) 
gave figures of  20-30 elephant seal s and 500-600 fur seal s  at Westwind­
stranda. Holdgate et al .  ( 1 968)  estimat ed that the same locality had about 
500 fur seais .  In 1 9 7 7 ,  the populations of Bouvetøya were estimated at about 
1 000 fur seals and 200 elephant seals (Fevolden and Sømme 1 9 7 7 ) .  While 
Fevolden and Sømme ( 1 9 7 7 )  did not observe fur seals  from their rubber boat 
when circulating Larsøya, a population of about 300 animals were seen on 
photographs taken from helicopters during the present study. 
Methods 
All the rookeries were photographed from two helicopters . Photographs of 
whole rookeries were obtained using a 35 mm camera with 55, 200 and 300 mm 
lenses. Enlarged copies (usually 24 X 1 8  cm) of  overlapping "dose-up" photo­
graphs provided a basis for counts. In addition, the rookery at Nyrøysa was 
photographed from the ground. 
Aerial photography was carried out on two occasions, on 30 December 1 9 7 8  
a t  about 0930 - 1 1 00 hrs, and o n  l January 1 97 9  a t  about 1 330 - 1 500 
hours . 
The numbers ·of penguins given below refer to fullgrown individuals .  Nest­
lings, at the actual time only a few days old, were not counted . 
The populations of fur .seal and elephant seal were counted partly from 
the ground and partly from counts based on aerial photographs taken during 
the penguin surveys and on other occasional helicopter flights . 
Penguins 
Posadowsky-breen 
The rookery was s ituated on the steep rocky slope dose to the western 
border of the glacier and consisted probably entirely of macaroni penguins .  
54 73  birds were present in the rookery at the t ime of photography. 
3 1  
Kapp Circoncision 
This rookery, lying on the huge saddleformed headland on the northwestern 
part of Bouvetøya, was by far the largest of the rookeries on the island, esti­
mated to contain 66,400 penguins at the time of photography. This estimate 
was based on a census covering 26 .6% of the colonized area, and gave a total 
of  1 7 ,682 individuals .  Macaroni penguins dominat ed the rookery. I t  is  im­
possible to make a detailed determination of the penguins to the species l evel 
from the photographs taken. 
Nyrøysa (Westwindstranda) 
This rookery consisted of two subcolonies, one on the recently forrned rocky 
beach and the other, a much smaller one, on a plateau about 1 50 m above sea 
level on the steep diff behind the northern part of the beach. 
The subcolony on the beach (Fig. l) contained, according to the aerial 
photographs, 1 4 ,826 individuals .  By counting the birds in the foreground 
(altogether 5683 individuals) on 1 1 4 photographs taken at ground level 
(covering the whole subcolony) , the proportions of  the three species in this 
subcolony were calculated to be 55.5% chinstrap, 44 . 1 %  macaroni ,  and 
0 .4% Adelie penguins .  Based on these percentages ,  the numbers of the diffe­
rent species were estimated at 8228 chinstraps, 6538 macaronis ,  and 60 
Adelies .  All three species were more or less intermingled on the breeding 
ground , but the greatest concentration of  macaronis was at the highest ele­
vation on the seaward side, whereas the chinstraps mainly bred at the lower 
levels . The few Adelies were scattered all over the subcolony, with only l - 3 
pairs at each place. 
The number of  penguins (apparently only macaronis) breeding on the 
plateau was estimated from aerial photographs at 1 4 00 individuals .  To reach 
the nesting places they fol lowed a zigzag path made by the birds themselves 
up the steep di  ff. The substratum was loose and the birds were in constant 
danger of  a landslide.  
Kapp N orvegia 
From aerial photographs covering the whole rookery, 7 683 penguins, 
probably macaronis only, were counted . They nested on the narrow headland 
ridge and down along the steep sides .  
Larsøya 
This is  the second largest rookery on Bouvetøya, estimated to contain 2 1 , 7 00 
penguins, of which 9 792 were counted with precision from an area estimated 
to cover 45 . 1 0f0 of the colony. 
I t  was impossible  to distinguish the species on the aerial photographs, but 
pictures taken of the rookery by geologist Thore Winsnes show crowds of 
macaronis ,  flanked by a few chinstraps .  The proportional composition of 
species is  probably much the same as in 1 928 ,  when Olstad ( 1 929) vis i ted 
Bouvetøya. He found that macaronis made up the bulk of  the penguins. 
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Chinstraps were less numerous and occurred especially in the outskirts of  the 
rookery, whereas Adelies were few. No Adelies appear on Winsnes' photo­
graphs,  which, however, cover only parts of the rookery. 
Seals 
At the time of  the present study the population of fur seals at Bouvetøya 
comprised a total of about 4 1 00 individuals ,  and of elephant seals about 350 
individual s .  The seals were observed in four local it ies .  
Nyrøysa 
Seals were found on both the northern and southern beach of Westwind­
stranda. At the southern beach a total of 4 7 8  fur seals were counted, of which 
about 150  were pups .  The number of elephant seals was 1 05 .  Based on aerial 
photographs and ground counts the population of fur seals at the northern 
part of  Westwindstranda was estimat ed at about 2 7 00 ' individuals ,  of  which 
about 800 were pups .  A total of 1 60 elephant seals were counted on this 
beach. 
Kapp N orvegia 
From air photographs,  about 600 fur seals and 60 elephant seals were 
counted on the beach on the northern side of Kapp Norvegia.  
Larsøya 
No elephant seals were observed on Larsøya, but about 300 fur seals were 
counted from air photographs .  
Svartsandstranda 
Around 30 elephant seals and 1 0  isolated individual fur seals were counted. 
This  beach is probably used as a resting site and not a whelping area, since i t  
is  narrow, influenced by fall ing ice from the glacier abutting the beach and 
by strong wave action, the sea completely fIooding the beach in  stormy 
weather. 
Discussion 
The total number of  fullgrown penguins ashore during our visit in De­
cember 1 9 7 8  - January 1 9 79 ,  was estimated at 1 1 7 ,500 birds, of  which 
56,856 (4 86/0) were counted from aerial photographs. Three species are 
bre ed ing on the island, the macaroni penguin, chinstrap penguin, and Adelie 
penguin. The macaroni was by far the most numerous species ,  counting 
probably more than 1 00,000 birds, whereas the Adelie population numbered 
at the most a few hundred.  The number of  chinstraps present at the time of 
photography probably did not exceed 1 0 ,000 b irds ,  of which about 8200 were 
at Nyrøysa. Besides Nyrøysa and a small population on Larsøya we have no 
information on chinstraps nesting at other places on Bouvetøya. 
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The numbers given are estimates or total counts of  birds present durmg 
daytime. The number of birds belonging to the rookeries, but out feeding at 
sea at the time of photography, was not estimated . Judging from the great 
masses of macaronis and chinstraps which, every evening, came in from sea 
and sought their respective nesting territories at Nyrøysa, the number to be 
added to obtain a grand total must for Nyrøysa alone be one thousand.  The 
movement of birds was in the opposite direction in the early morning hours, 
but although there was a clear con cent ra ti on of birds leaving Nyrøysa at this 
time, both seaward and landward movements occurred throughout the day. 
On our arrival on 24 December hatching had just begun in the chinstrap 
nests at Nyrøysa, but the maj ority of b irds was still incubating two (some­
times one) eggs. Most eggs were hatched during the next few days, thus sug­
gesting a synchronization of egg laying. 
Hatching of macaroni eggs occurred on an average severai days after the 
chinstrap hatching. All observed macaroni nests contained one egg . The 
species normally lays two eggs, of which one is  nearly always lost in a still 
unknown way (Warham 1 9 75) . The first nests with newly-hatched young were 
observed on 29 December (one of the nestlings by then already 2 - 3 days 
old) . 
Thus, the penguin census took place at a time when numerous nests con­
tained small young, while others still held eggs .  
According to Warham ( 1 975 )  the female macaroni penguin i s  responsible 
for feeding the nestling during the first 3-4 weeks of its life, while the male 
stays on guard, brooding the chick and protecting i t  against severe weather 
conditions and attacks by predato.rs . Most of  the females seem to feed their 
nestlings daily, and may visit them at any time of the day, but most frequently 
in the afternoon. However, at the time of hatching and the following 2 - 3 
days, the pair remains together at the nest . 
Also in the chinstrap penguin the sexes share the duties at the nest , one 
parent remaining while the other i s  collecting food at sea. 
Observations at Nyrøysa in the midd le of the day showed that a greater 
proportion of  the chinstrap penguin nests was attended by one parent only 
than was the case in the macaroni penguin nests. Thus, only 50 (9 . 7fJ/o) out 
of 5 1 5  chinstrap penguin nests observed on l January at 10 - 1 1  hrs, were 
attended by both parents, compared with 1 54 ( 70 . 30/0) out of 2 1 9  macaroni 
penguin nests observed. Although the counts are small ,  the trend i s  statist i­
cal ly significant (X2-test , p < 0.00 1 ) ,  a result confirmed by the photographs 
taken. This  difference is probably due to the above-mentioned interspecific 
difference in hatching time. 
Lacking reliable conversion factors , no estimates of the total number of 
penguins attached to the rookeries on Bouvetøya are given, and the numbers 
quoted should be  regarded as lower limits . 
Circumstantial evidences indicate that the penguin population at Bouvet­
øya has increased strikingly during the recent decades .  The increase of the 
rookery at Nyrøysa since establishment in the 1 950's  is  indisputaJble .  When 
Fevolden and Sømme ( 1 9 7 7 )  visited the beach on 23 February 1 9 7 7 ,  they 
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found the rookery to contain about 7500 birds, consisting of two species, chin­
straps and macaronis ,  of which the former appeared to be most numerous . 
Although their figures may be too low, the present census in December -
January 1 9 7 8/79 ,  giving a total of about 1 5 ,000 birds, indicates that the 
rookery is still growing. 
When Olstad ( 1 929) visited Bouvetøya in 1 928 ,  he found penguins on 
three sites only, Larsøya, Kapp Norvegia, and Sj øelefantstranda (Elephant 
Seal Beach) . Olstad ( 1 929) may not have been aware of the large colony 
on Kapp Circoncision, which was actually visited by members of the "Nor­
vegia" expedition in 1 929 .  
At many breeding grounds in the Antarctic and Subantarctic, penguin 
numbers have increased markedly recently (Conroy 1 9 75 ) .  Evidently this 
general population trend also applies to the penguins at Bouvetøya. According 
to Conroy ( 1 9 75) three factors are believed to be important in explaining 
these changes in population siz e :  l) climatic changes, 2)  recovering in numbers 
following persecution by man, and 3)  increase due to surplus of  food following 
depletion of whale stock. 
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Supercooling In two Antaretie terrestrial arthropods 
from Bouvetøya * 
By Lauritz Sømme1 
Abstract 
The effect of  accl imation at -5 and _ lOe C on supercool ing was studied i n  two Antarct ic  
speeies o f  terrestr ial  arthropods co l lected at Bouvetøya i n  January 1 9 79 .  Mean supercool ing 
points of the Col lembol a  Cryptopyglls antarcticlIs were -25. 1 0  C in speeimens acc!imated at  
-5 and -27 .4°C after  two weeks  at -5 and two weeks at - 1 0°C.  Acc! imation at 
_ lOe C alsu  luwered the supercooling points o f  the oribatid mi te  Alaskozetes antarcticlIs 
more than at _5° C. and a mean supercool ing point of -30.2° C was fuund in mites given 
twu weeks at each temperature. Low concentrat ions of glycerol w ere p resent i n  mites from 
both temperatures. 
In principle two mechanisms of cold-tolerance are found in terrestrial 
arthropods exposed to temperatures below the freezing point of their body 
fluids (Salt 1 9 6 1 ; Asahina 1 969) . Some species are able to survive the adual 
ice formation within their haemolymph, while others are rapidly killed by 
freezing even at temperatures only a few degrees below freezing point . I t  is 
of vital importance for species in the last gro up to remain unfrozen, which is 
achieved by the supercooling of their body fluids. The degree of supercooling 
is  regulated by severaI factors , of which the elimination of nucleating agents 
from the gut and the formation of cryoprotective substances in the haemolymph 
are of particular importance. 
A review of the available data (Sømme 1 9 7 9a) shows that alpine species of 
Collembola, as well as species from the Arctic and the Antarctic, depend on 
supercooling to survive low temperatures. No freezing-tolerant species have 
been found so far. The same strategy has been evolved in oribatid mites from 
the Norwegian mountai ns (Sømme and Conrad i-Larsen 1 9 7 7 ) ,  the Austrian 
Alps (Sømme 1 9 79b) and from the Antarctic (Block et al .  1 9 7 8 ; Y oung and 
Block 1 980) . 
Data on the cold-tolerance of species from the Antarctic, however, are 
relatively scarce. The limits of supercooling in the Collembola Cryptopygus 
antarcticus Willem were studied in specimens from Signy I sland (Block et al .  
" .  Publicat ion No. 42 o f  the Norwegian Antareti e  Research Expedit ions .  ( 1 9 7 8/79) . 
1 Zoological Institute, Univers i ty of Oslo ,  P .O .  Box 1 050,  Bl indern, Oslo  3, Norway. 
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1 97 8) and from Bouvetøya (Sømme 1 9 7 8 ) .  In  both cases animals devoid of 
gut  content had supercooling points in the range of -25 to -30° C .  Bouvet­
øya specimens previously acclimated at O and _5 ° C had mean supercooling 
points of about -26° C (Sømme 1 97 8 ) .  Acclimation at 1 2 °  C for one or two 
weeks resulted in sl ightly higher supercooling points. The ability to supercool 
was strongly influenced by feeding or starvation of the animals concerned 
(Block et al . 1 97 8 ) .  In C. antarcticus allowed to feed, the average supercooling 
point rose to about - 7 °  C .  
A more detail ed study o n  cold-hardiness in a n  Antarctic mite was carried 
out with Aslaskozetes antarcticus (Michael) by Young and Block ( 1 980) . They 
concluded that food material in the gut greatly reduced the ability to supercool 
in this species as wel l .  When freezing occurred at relatively h igh tempera­
tures, it was considered that food material was retained in the gut of the 
animals .  In  specimens with empty guts ,  supercooling points decreased from 
about -2 7 °  C in those stored at 0° C down to about - 30° C following accl i­
mation at -5 and _ 1 0 °  C .  The increased abil ity to supercool was accom­
panied by the accumulation of glycerol in adult mites, and possibly by other 
polyhydric alcohols as well in the nymphs.  
The present study is based on specimens of C. antarcticus and adult A .  
antarcticus collected a t  Bouvetøya during the Norwegian Antarctic Research 
Expedition 1 9 7 8/79 .  To investigate the extent of supercooling in these animals ,  
they were exposed to various kinds of acclimation in the laboratory. The 
results support and supplement previous data for both species ,  and demon­
strate a striking similarity in specimens from Bouvetøya and Signy Island . 
Material and methods 
Moss samples were collected on Bouvetøya in January 1 9 7 9  and stored at 
about 5° C in the cold ro om of the expedition vessel .  After arrival in Oslo 
in April ,  Collembola and mites were extracted in Tullgren funnels . Live 
specimens were col lected from the funnels in chil led tubes placed in thermos 
bottles fi lled with ice. Following extraction, all specimens were initially stored 
at 0° C for periods of fifteen to fort y days without access to food. 
Prior to measurements of their ability to supercool the animals were accli ­
mated for various periods of t ime at -5 and _ 1 0° C .  Supercooling points were 
measured with copperconstantan thermocouples connected to a Hokushin re­
cording potentiometer. The animals were attached to the thermocouple with 
petroleum j elly, and cooled at a rate of l - 2° C per minute (Salt 1 966) . Ana­
lysis of glycerol according to Metzenburg and Mitchell ( 1 954) was carried 
out on samples of A. antarcticus acclimated at -5 and _ 1 0° C .  
Results and discussion 
The distribution of the supercooling points of C. antarcticus acclimated at 
-5 and _ 1 0 °  C is presented in Fig. 1 .  The data agree with previous results 
from O and _5° C acclimated specimens of this species from Bouvetøya (Søm-
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me 1 9 7 8 ) .  From Fig. l i t  appears that specimens acclimated at _ 1 0° C have 
even lower supercooling points than those from _ 5 0  C.  The reason for this 
decrease is not known at present. No trace of glycerol was detected on paper 
chromatograms, but preliminary studies with gas liquid chromatography indi­
cate that other cryoprotective substances may be present . 
Results from acclimation experiments with A .  antarcticlIs are presented in 
Fig. 2. As discussed by Young and Block ( 1 980) freezing at temperatures 
above -24 ° C may be caused by food residues in the gut. They found that 
supercooling points are lowered below this l evel when the guts are emp­
tied, and further by acclimation at -5 and - 1 0 °  C .  To analyse the effect of 
acclimation at low temperatures, only supercooling points with values be­
low 24 ° C were considered. Excluding values above -24 ° C ,  specimens 
from the present study acclimated at _5 ° C had en average super­
cooling point of -2 7 . 8 °  C .  The average values were slightly lower in 
specimens from _ 1 0° C,  and significantly lower (P < 0 .0 1 )  in those accl i ­
mated for two weeks a t  - 5° C and for  two weeks at - 1 0° C.  These results 
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Table l .  
Average concenlration of glycerol in Alaskozetes antarcticus followillg accli­
mation at -5 and _100 C. 
Acc!imation 
_5° C/23 d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
_5° C/ 1 4  d and _ 1 00 C/ 1 4  d . . . . . . 
No. ol 
samples 
2 
3 
Glycero[ ,u g/mg 
IresIl wl .  
5 .6  
H i . l  
are i n  c!ose agreement with those o f  Young and Block ( 1 980) . I n  their experi ­
ments animals acc!imated for two weeks at _5 ° C and for four weeks at 
- 1 00 C had an ave rage supercooling point of -29. 7 °  C.  Specimens acc!i­
mated at _50 C had average supercooling points between -28 and - 29°  C, 
and of -30 .50  C if the humidity was lowered to 50% RH during storage. 
In A .  anlarcticus from Bouvetøya the presence of  glycerol was demonstrated 
in specimens acc!imated at -5 and - 1 0° C (Table I ) .  The concentration was 
highest in those kept at the lowest tempe;'ature. Young and B lock ( 1 980) found 
a significant correlation between supercooling points and the concentration 
of glycerol .  
The results of  Y oung and Block ( 1 980) and those of the present study both 
show that a decrease in supercooling points takes place at -5 and - 1 0°  C.  
This is related to  the accumulation of  a cryoprotective substance, which is 
produced even at these low temperatures .  
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Geology of Bouvetøya, South Atlantic * 
By Tore Prestvik1 and Thore S .  Winsnes 
Abstract 
The volcanic structure of  Bouvetøya (5·r25'  S . .3 · 2 1 '  E) consists o f  two formati ons : a l ower 
hydrothermally a l tered sequence of  mainly pyroclast ic  rocks and an upper format ion of 
predominantly lava f lows .  The trans i t ion between these formations i s  bel i eved to represent 
the t ime when the structure was rigid enough to prevent seawater from entering the  vents .  
K-Ar dating indi cates that the i s land i s  at l east same 1 Ma o ld .  The age obtained on rocks 
from Nyrøysa (0.4-0.5 Ma) shows that Ihis p latform. which formed between 1 955 and 1 958 .  
represents a l andsl ide rather than a recent eruption .  The predominant rock  type  of  Bouvetøya 
i s  a trans i t i onal basal t ,  but mugeari te ,  trachyt ic  icelandite ,  and comendite ( relat ively young) 
are a l so found. The present volcanic activ i ty of Bouvetøya s eems to be restricted to abundant 
fumaro l i c  activity along the north-western and northern coasts .  The vol canic act ivity of  the 
i s land i s  now probably in a decl ining phase. 
Introduction 
Bouvetøya is an oceanic volcano located at S-! c 2S ' S and 3 ° 2 1 'E in the South 
Atlantic Ocean, dose to the Bouvet triple junction. According to the di stance 
(c .  45  km) from the central part of  the Bouvet ridge and a half  spreading 
rate of  1 .0 - 1 .3 cmla between anomalies 2 '  and 3 '  and 0 .83  cmla from 
anomaly 2 '  time to Recent (Sdater et al . 1 9 76 ) ,  the age of the oceanic crust 
beneath the is land is  c .  -! . S  - 5.0 Ma. This i s  thus a maximum age of the 
volcanic activity responsible for the Bouvetøya cone. 
The island i s  10 km long (east-west) and 7 .5 km wide (north-south) , and 
the summit area (craterlcaldera rim) in  the north-western part of the is land 
reaches a height of almost 800 m a . s . l .  (Fig. l ) .  The assymetrical shape of 
Bouvetøya i s  influenced by the wave action caused by almost permanent 
westerly wind in the area. Most of the is land is  covered by permanent ice .  
However, rocks are well exposed in a few outerops along the coast (Fig. l ) ,  
and deeper parts o f  the cone can b e  studied in the steep diffs 2ll0ng the 
northern ,  western and southern sides of the island. 
" .  Publ icat ion No .  43 o f  the Norwegian Antaretie Research Expedit ions .  ( 1 9 7 8/i9 ) . 
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Fig .  1 .  Skelch map of Bouvetøya showing sites of [ocations described in the text. 
General comments 
The Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition of 1 9 7 8/79  visited Bouvetøya 
during the period 2 1  December, 1 9 7 8 ,  to 5 January, 1 9 79 .  During twelve days 
from 24 December, 1 97 8 ,  helicopter transportation was available for geological 
mapping and sample collection when weather conditions were appropriate . 
During the twelve days stay on shore, eleven different local ities on the 
island were vis ited, seven of  these (Nos .  3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  8 , 9 ,  1 0 , and 1 1  on Fig. l) for 
the first time. Rustadkollen (Location 6 ,  Fig.  l) was visited later in the 
summer, during a two-day stop at the is land . The material collected includes 
1 1 5 rock samples and a gas condensate from one of  the fumaroles .  In  addition, 
observations were made and pictures taken at other places along the coastline 
of the island . Unfortunately, the weather conditions were never so good that 
the summit of the island with the caldera could be observed or visited. 
Previous work 
The "VaIdivia" expedition in 1 898 resulted in some information about the 
petrology of  Bouvetøya from a few dredged samples (Reinisch 1 9 0 7 ) .  Mem­
bers of the two "Norvegia" expeditions in 1 92 7/28 and 1 928/29 landed on 
Bouvetøya, and they annexed the island for Norway in December 1 92 7 .  
During these two expeditions considerable information and geological ma­
terial from both onshore and offshore locations were collected . Based on this 
material , Holtedahl ( 1 929) described the physiography and geology, and 
Broch ( 1 946)  the petrology of  the volcanic rocks of  the island. A j oint British/ 
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South African expedition in March 1 964 resulted in several papers of geo­
logical interest. Baker and Tomblin ( 1 964) and Lunde ( 1 965) diseussed the 
geology and mode of formation of the new platform (now called Nyrøysa) on 
the north-western coast of the island, and Baker ( 1 965, 1 96 7 ,  1 9 73 )  described 
the geology and petrology of Bouvetøya. A South African expedition in March 
1 966 worked under very good weather conditions for five days and results 
were reported by Starke ( 1 966) , Winsnes ( 1 966) , Snape ( 1 9 7 1 ) ,  Verwoerd 
( 1 9 72 ) ,  and Verwoerd et al. ( 1 9 76) .  Later 1msland et al .  ( 1 9 7 7 )  and Prestvik 
( 1 9 8 1 )  reexamined material from the "Norvegia" expeditions together with 
some material from the 1 966 South African expedition and gave accounts of 
the petrology and trace element geochemical features of rocks from the island. 
Two geological reports (Furnes and Løvlie 1 9 7 8 ,  Løvlie and Furnes 1 97 8) 
resulted from the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition of  1 9 7 6/7 7 .  
Thus,  much information o n  the geology and petrology o f  Bouvetøya existed 
prior to the 1 9 7 8179 expedition. However, some problems remained to be 
solved . 
Two important ones concern : 
a) the mode of formation of Nyrøysa, a platform that appeared on the north­
western coast of Bouvetøya between 1 955 and 1 958 .  
b) the present volcanic activity and the age of the island. 
Geologic features of Bouvetøya are described and diseussed below, based 
on previously known information and the new data collected during the 
1 9 7 8/79  expedition. The rather detail ed descriptions of Locations l - 1 2 
(Fig. l )  are given because the information obtained from a remote island such 
as Bouvetøya should be made available for members of subsequent expeditions . 
Discussion of geological features and distribution of rock types 
Bouvetøya is covered (95% ) by permanent ice, and exposed rocks occur 
mainly along the shoreline and in cli ffs and ridges .  The best sections are 
found in the north, west, and south-southwest .  Locations that have been visited 
and sampled in s i tu by this and previous expeditions are marked on the 
location map, Fig. l .  
The peaks on the top of the island l ie  along a caldera rim (1msland et a l .  
1 9 7 7 ) which is broken towards the north. Verwoerd et al .  ( 1 9 76) mentioned 
that exposed rocks could be seen on the inner caldera walls ,  but weather 
conditions during the 1 9 7 8/79 expedition did not permit observations and 
sampling of  this feature. I t  is  uncertain wether there has been any eruptions 
within the caldera after its formation. Outrops of basaltie rocks at Location 
1 1  (Fig. l ) ,  which is supposed to be within or on the northernmost wall of the 
caldera, show no conclusive evidence to confirm that these represent post­
caldera e ruptions .  
Oblique aerial photographs of the island (Fig. 2)  show that the thin ice 
cap and probably the underlying lava flows as well dip gently ( 8 ° )  eastwards 
all the way from the top of the caldera rim. Gently dipping ( 1 5  - 1 7 ° ) lava 
flows and pyroclastic deposits are also seen in situ along the southwestern 
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Fig .  2. Oblique aerial photograph of Bouvetøya from the north. Numbers represent: 1. O/av­
tOll/len, 2. Kapp Valdivia, 3.  Fllmarole area (Location 11 above), 4. Posadowsllybreen, and 
5. Kapp Circoncision. 
Photo: Nm'sll Polarinstitutt . 
coast of the is land (Fig.  3) . Holtedahl ( 1 929) and Baker ( 1 96 7 )  suggested that 
parasitic cones might occur on the is land and mentioned Rustadkollen as one 
example .  However, both the diffs above Cato -odden and Rustadkollen (Lo­
cations 5 and 6 ,  Fig. l) are made up of gently dipping lava flows or  flow 
units, indicating that the vents were in o r  dose to the crater o r  caldera area .  
The only good evidence for parasitic vents is to be  found at Kapp Valdivia 
(Location 9 ,  Fig. l) where a s i l icic dome occurs and probably at Larsøya, 
which i s  dominated by a rhyolitic lava flow. The eventual continuation of 
this flow to Cato-odden on the mainland could not be investigated.  Broch 
( 1 946)  reported rhyolite from Sj øelefantstranda dose to Cato-odden, but it 
is not known whether this rock was found in situ .  However ,  the rocks from 
both Kapp Valdivia and Larsøya are extremely fresh compared to most basic 
rocks from Bouvetøya, indicating that they may represent late-stage parasitic 
o r  flank erupt ions. Sil icic rocks are scarce outsid e  of  these two locations .  They 
are sporadically found in domes at Nyrøysa and in the hydrothermally-altered 
rocks behind Nyrøysa and south of Westwindstranda (Fig. 4 ) ,  as well as in 
the steep seaward slopes of  Nyrøysa, where they occur as dikes cutting lavas 
or  volcanidastic b reccias .  
Intermediate rocks (trachytic icelandite/benmoreite) have been reported 
from Nyrøysa (Baker 1 96 7 ; Verwoerd et al .  1 9 7 6 ;  1msland et al. 1 9 7 7 ;  Furnes 
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Fi,g. 3 .  Area between Norvegiaodden and Cato-odden. Tite solid line represents the transition 
between a lowermost section of predominantly tuffaceous rocks (Ilyaloclastites) and an ujJper­
most section of mainly lava flows. 
and Løvlie 1 9 78) .  1msland et  al. ( 1 9 7 7 )  analysed two trachytic icelandites re­
ported to come from Larsøya, but the adual locality of these samples has not 
been proven. Their composition i s  almost identical both petrographically and 
chemically to the Nyrøysa rocks, but theiT identity is somewhat unclear be­
cause no intermediate rocks were found on Larsøya during this expedition. 
Verwoerd et al . ( 1 9 76) found that the aphyric lava cropping out at Kapp 
Fie on the southeastern coast was a mugearite ,  the on ly occurence of a rock 
intermediate between transitional basalts and trachytic icelandites reported 
from Bouvetøya previously. During the 1 9 7 8/79  expedition a hydrothermally 
altered lava of approximately mugearite composit ion was found in the steep 
seaward cliffs of Nyrøysa where it underlies the trachytic icelandite of the 
pl  at form. 
The predominant rock type of Bouvetøya is a traditional basalt or  hawaiite 
charaderized by rather high Ti02 (2 . 7  - 3 . 7 0/0) and by moderately high 
K20 (0 .9  - 1 .80/0) and total FeO ( 1 0  - 1 20/0) content. A few somewhat more 
"primitive" rocks reported by Broch ( 1 946) , Verwoerd et  a l .  ( 1 976 ,  anal . 
No. l ) ,  and 1msland et al .  ( 1 9 7 7 ,  anal . Nos .  l ,  6 ,  7 ,  1 0) contain variable 
amounts of plagioclase megacrysts that may have been accumulated. Un­
published analyses (Furnes pers .  comm.)  from Kapp Meteor show that the 
lavas exposed along the eastern shore are also evolved hawaiites .  
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Fig.  4. Vertical rhyolitic dikes 
in transitional basalt. Southern 
end of Westwindstranda 
(south of Nyrøysa). 
In a recent paper, O'Nions and Pankhurst ( 1 9 74 )  reported t race element 
data on rocks from Bouvetøya. Two of their samples were reported as 
tholeiites low i'n K20 and Rb, indicating that much less evolved basalts occur 
on the island. These "tholeiites" (BV-5,  BV- 1 7 ) are even much less evolved 
than the rift tholeiites of this area reported by Dickey et al .  ( 1 9 7 7 ) .  Two of 
these samples from Nyrøysa (BV-3, BV-5) were also analysed for Sm and Nd 
isotopes (O'Nions et al. 1 9 7 7 ) .  Sample BV -3, which has K20 and Rb contents 
within the range of the common transiti·onal basalt, has Sm = 7 . 75 ppm and 
Nd = 32 .5 1 ppm. This Sm value is very similar to the Sm values published 
by Prestvik ( 1 98 1 )  for transitional basalts from the island . However, their 
sample BV -5 ,  which has K20 = 0 .22% and Rb = 3 .3  ppm, shows Sm = 1 7 .00 
ppm and Nd = 6 1 .9 1  ppm and is thus enriched by a fador of 2 in these 
elements compared to the more evolved sample BV -3. This feature i s  oppo­
site to what is expeded during normal fradionating proeesses . Basalt ie rocks 
from the cliffs behind Nyrøysa are, however, invariably altered, and analyses 
of such rocks (T. Prestvik unpublished) show considerabl e  depletion in ele­
ments such as K20 and Rb . Furthermore, studies by Menzies et al. ( 1 9 79) show 
that REE concentrations in basaIts may be enhanced by hydrothermal alter­
ation when the water/rock ratio is high. We therefore suggest that sample 
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Fig.  5 .  Wave abrasion at Larsøya and relreat of glacial cover west of  Rustadkollen 1966 
lo 1979.  
BV-5 and problably BV- 1 7 , which both were sampled at Nyrøysa (Baker and 
Tomblin 1 964 ) ,  represent hydrothermally altered transitional basalt rather 
than low-K tholei ite .  
Glacial cover and wave abrasion 
The top of  the front on the east s ide of the is land is 50 - 70 m above sea 
level and the uneven glacier surface with a lot of crevasses indicates a fairly 
thin ice cover on the slope. A reduction in ice thickness from 1 966 to 1 9 7 9  
was observed o n  severaI Iocalities .  The ridge west o f  Kapp Fie (Location 8 ,  
Fig. l )  and the ridge above Cato-odden (Location 5 ,  Fig. l )  were covered by 
ice and not seen in 1 966 .  Older photographs of the last location show that the 
ice was about 40 m thicker here (Fig. 5) . On the other hand, behind Nyrøysa, 
in a cliff which was free of  ice before and j ust after the lands lide, a small 
glacier is  now forming, mostly by material from ice avalanches .  
The wave action steadily undercuts the rather soft pyroclastic rock, and 
changes in the coastline can easily be seen by comparing new and older 
photographs . The beach east -of  Norvegiaodden is now completely washed out ,  
the inner side of Larsøya is much changed (Fig. 5) , and the tip of  Kapp 
Valdivia has changed completely in the last thirteen years . Throughout the 
ages there must have been a lot of undercut cliffs which resulted in landslides 
such as the one that forrned Nyrøysa. In the same way as seen there, the 
wave action is rapidly removing the scree and beaches on the windward s ide .  
Geological features of  different locations 
Location 1. N yrøysa 
Nyrøysa is the name of the new platform on the northwestern coast of 
Bouvetøya. The platform is fan-shaped and lies in front of a recess in the 
cliffs behind it. I t  i s  composed of a mixture of blocky lava of mainly trachytic 
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Fig .  6. The seawaTd stope of NYTøysa. A TTOWS IJoinl lo bUTied ice. 
icelandite (benmoreite) and a few erratic boulders of  other rock types which 
all together form a hummocky surface. To the north and south, where the 
recess in the eliffs ends, this hummocky platform is bordered by a smooth 
beach deposit where well-rounded material of various rock types occurs .  
The beach in front of  Nyrøysa (Westwindstranda) is  much more  heterogenous 
because the well-rounded shore material is mixed up with lava blocks and 
debris sl iding down the steep frontal slope of Nyrøysa .  The whole platform 
is suffering continuous abrasion from the action o f  waves .  In the steep sJopes 
toward the sea, ice i s  buried in the upper part of  the platform deposit (Fig .  6) . 
Pictures from 1 966 and 1 9 79 ,  tak en from the same location, show a pro­
nounced abrasion (50 - 1 00 m wide) during this time span, and aJso a settle­
ment and sinking of the surface (Fig. 7 ) .  In man y places on the platform there 
are good records in the form of kettle hoIes, showing that ice or  glaeier 
remnants occurred buried there previously. 
The surface structures of  the lava blocks at Nyrøysa have been d iseussed 
by severai authors (Baker and Tomblin 1 964 ; Lunde 1 965 ; Winsnes 1 966 ; 
Baker 1 96 7 ; Verwoerd et al .  1 9 7 6 ; Furnes and Løvlie  1 9 7 8 ) .  The distribution 
of rock types on the surface reported by Baker and Tomblin ( 1 964) could not 
be  verified during the 1 97 8179  expedition. In fact, Furnes and Løvlie ( 1 9 7 8) 
made their observations of what was supposed to be  a recent lava flow partly 
within the area where Baker and Tomblin reported "uplifted older l avas and 
pyroelastics" .  Baker and Tomblin ( 1 964) reported that tumuli occur most 
frequently in the north-central and most elevated parts of  the platform. 
Common all over the platform are lava flows or  dom es with structures 
varying from chil led,  glassy contacts (or auter parts) via vesicular parts to 
j ointed, massive lava, s imilar to those  described by Furnes and Løvli e  ( 1 9 7 8 ) .  
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F i'g. 7 .  A brasion of Nyrøysa from 1966 lo 1979. 
These features are usually observed in «domes» or huge blocks (Fig. 8) and 
even in blocks along Westwindstranda. Between these huge blocks the sur­
face is  covered mainly by flaggy, j o inted, or massive lava and a mixture of 
sand and gravel .  This gravel is  probably the mechanical breakdown product 
of the vesicular lava surfaces. The climate close to the sea at this rather high 
southern latitude is such that the temperature fluctuates around the freezing 
point one or more times every day during most of the year, giving very good 
conditions for frost-weathering of a porous rock. 
In some places lava surfaces of  a aa-type are seen, revealing subaerial con­
ditions during cooling. Furthermore, sedimentary structures of unsorted and 
sometimes sorted material (Fig. 9) are observed to be in contact with vesi­
cular or  massive lava. The dip of  these layers i s  sometimes very steep (more 
than 60° ) . The rocks can be  d escribed as volcanic breccias, but their origin i s  
not fully understood .  Some of the observed features are similar to what i s  
found in rocks described as  pi l low block breccias (Furnes and Fridleifsson 
1 9 7 9) ,  but other features indicate that the material is  reworked,  at least to 
some degree .  
The steep cliffs south and north of Nyrøysa are made up of lava flows 
and pyroclastic material of trans itional basalts which in some places are 
dissected by both basic  and sil icic dikes . In the recess behind Nyrøysa, pyro­
clastic  rocks or volcanic breccia are the predominant rock types. These are 
highly altered by hydrothermal processes, resulting in celadonite and chlorite 
formation to give the typical green colours ·of these rocks. The alteration is 
sometimes clearly connected to dikes around which pyrite and clay minerals 
are concentrated. These altered rocks also have abundant secondary calcite. 
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F i g .  8 .  Dame of trachytic icelandile, Nyrøysa. Flaggy, masswe lava to the  left. The 
vesicular central IJart part grades into a glassy surface towards the right side of  the 
photograph. 
Fig.  9. Steeply dilJping volcanic breccia with relatively well sorted layeTs of tuffaceous 
material. Glose to tumuli of the h ighest IJoint of Nyrøysa. 
5 1  
Fig.  10. HydTothermally altered volcaniclastic breccia cut by Thyolitic dikes m the 
s teep slope of NYTøysa towaTds Westwindstranda. 
At higher elevation this sequence of mainly fragmental volcanic rocks is 
overlain by massive lavas (sampled at a ridge north of Nyrøysa, Location 
13 in Fig. 1 ) .  These l avas have suffered much less alteration than have those 
of the underlying s equence. The reasons for this may for instance be :  a) the 
lavas are more dense and massive such that there i s  much less percolation of 
hydrothermal solutions than in the underlying fragmental deposit , or b) there 
i s  a depositional break at the contact (a  hiatus) . 
In the steep slope of  Nyrøysa towards Westwindstranda a stratified section 
is  found in some places. The lowermost part of the section consists of highly­
altered pyroclastic or breccia type rocks, sometimes cut by dikes of both 
si l ic ic and basic composition (Fig . 1 0) .  Above this is a blocky lava which in 
turn is overlain by flaggy trachytic  icelandite .  At the pyroclastic rock/blocky 
lava contact a layer of clay, 5 - 20 cm in thickness, is developed. 
Petrographie descriptions of the intermediate rocks of Nyrøysa have been 
given by Baker ( 1 96 7 ) ,  Verwoerd et al . ( 1 9 7 6) and 1msland et al . ( 1 9 7 7 ) .  
Baker ( 1 96 7 )  interpreted the calcite found i n  some samples to b e  of  deuteric 
origin and Verwoerd et al .  ( 1 976 )  mentioned that reddish alteration zones 
were observed along curved j o ints . This latter fea ture was confirmed during 
the 1 9 7 8179 expedition and in addition, it was observed that the trachytic  
icelandite contains abundant secondary minerals, mainly calcite and ara­
gonite. The layer of  clay mentioned above consists of smectite, quartz, calcite, 
and pyrite whereas the secondary minerals of the pyroclastic rocks behind 
Nyrøysa are celadonite, chlorite, quartz, and pyrite . Alteration minerals in 
massive basalt ie lavas include secondary minerals after ol ivine and matrix 
glass, matrix calcite, and calcite/quartz filling in veins and along fractures. 
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Fig. I l .  Flow lamination i n  rhyolite, La
:
rsøya. The Ilow is  vesiculaT i n  most places, but 
has a massive central part (around hammer) made up ol obsidian. 
Location 2. N orvegiaodden 
The outermost part of Norvegiaodden consists of a dense, black, aphyric 
basic lava. Difficult topographic relations prevented detail ed investigations, 
but the steep eliffs behind this point are made up of tuffaceous rocks dissected 
by a few dikes .  The dike frequency is elearly lower than behind Nyrøysa .  The 
pyroelastic layers dip about 1 5° towards the south. 
Location 3 .  Small ridge between Norvegiaodden and Larsøya 
A difficult helicopter landing made observations and sampling possible at 
this location . The el iff i s  composed of a basic hyaloelastite breccia cut by a 
few dikes . The matrix glass of  the hyaloclastite fragments is almost completely 
altered to elay and/or chlorite type minerals , and some calcite is  also obse rved.  
Location 4 .  Larsøya 
A landing at Larsøya permitted mapping of the southwestern parts of  this 
is let .  The rock is a flow-laminated rhyolite of  black to sl ightly greenish col'our .  
In some places parts of  the flow are developed as massive obsidian, whereas in 
other places a scoriaceous rock type has resulted from very high vesicularity. 
Large-scale laminar flow structures are shown in Fig. I l .  
A big colony of brooding penguins (which are protected under Norwegian 
law) prevented investigations on the eastern parts of  the island. However, 
Verwoerd et al. ( 1 9 7 6) report rhyolite and "veins" of obsidian from this part 
of Larsøya. The highest parts to the northeast of  the islet consist of a strati­
fied deposit, some of which i s  thought to be tuffaceous material (Verwoerd 
et al . 1 9 7 6) .  
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Fig.  12 .  Lava flows (or flow units) wiik scoriaceous partings. Cli/Is above Cato-odden 
(Location 5 above). 
The samples of rhyolite from Larsøya are extremely fresh . Micropheno­
crysts of anorthoclase occur in a glassy or partly devitrified matrix .  Che­
mically these rhyolites are characterized as comendites (Bailey and MacDonald 
1 9 7 0 ;  1msland et al .  1 9 7 7 ) .  Dikes were not s een to cut the rhyolite flow at 
any place.  
Location 5. Deglaciated ridge above the eliffs at Cato-odden. 
(Elevation 200 m) 
At this location there i s. a var i et y of basaltie lava flows or flow units 
(Fig. 1 2) .  The thickness of the flows is  invaryably less than 10 m (commonly 
only l - 2 m) and oxidized scoria occurs between most flows . The uppermost 
fl'ows are characteristically highly plagioclase-porphyritic, whereas the lower­
most ones have  somewhat less plagioclase .  On the eastern side of  the ridge 
a 2 - 3 m thick, brown pala,gonitized hyaloclasite sequence was observed . 
Cavities in the hyaloclastite are partly filled in by aragonite/calcite lumps 
with a concentric growth paUern. The relationship between this hyaloclastite 
and other flows could not be  observed in detai l .  The presenee of  hyaloclastite, 
however, shows that the area was probably overlain by a thin ice cover at 
the time of eruption .  On the other hand, the lava flowslflow units are typical 
features of  subaerial eruptions. 
Location 6. Rustadkollen 
Rustadkollen was visited later in the season. The exposures observed stretch 
from 320 m to almost 400 m a . s . I .  and consist of severaI lava flows of porphy­
ritic transitional basalts d ipping gently to the SE. The veskular top of severaI 
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Fig.  13 .  Curved columnar joinling in silicic dame of Kapt} Valdivia . Heighl of visible 
seclian: 30 m. 
flows indicates a subaerial deposition. The lower part of the sequence seems 
to reappear in Moseryggen further east .  Glacial striae, both on higher and 
lower leveis ,  indicate the previous existence of  an ice cover moving towards 
the south . The lower surface is partly covered with gravel and soil with a 
rich l ichen vegetation, indicating that it is a considerable time since it was 
covered by ice. 
Location 7. "Moseryggen" on the western side of Christensenbreen . 
(Elevation aboul 200 m) 
This ridge, which is about 1 50 m in a north-south d irection and about 50 m 
wide, is made up of a massive, sl ightly porphyritic (plag + ol) , grey coloured, 
evolved transitional basalt .  The flow is rather thick ( >  20 m) and no lower 
contact was found . In some places glacial striae were found on the lava S U f ­
face showing that the glacier previously covered the ridge. No scoriaceous 
material or other features typical of a vent were observed . This flow, then, 
probably originated at higher l evels of the volcano, possibly from the main 
crater/caldera rather than from a flank eruption. The distance from the 
caldera rim is only about 1 .5 km. 
Location 8 .  Ridge between Randibreen and Kapp Fie. (Elevation aboul 75  m) 
This ridge is about 50 m long in a north-south direction and is made up 
of b lack, porphyritic (plag + ol + cpx) basalt which varies from highIy 
vesicular to massive types. This  basalt is the only one recorded at Bouvetøya 
in which olivine phenocrysts are abundantly present . The ridge is  partly 
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Fig.  14 .  Basalti e xenoliths i n  well-crystal.lized silicic lava. Kapp Valdivia. 
covered by ti l l ,  and among the transported boulders palagonitized hyaloelas­
tites and fragments of dense, aphyric basalts are quite common, indicating 
that subglacial eruptions have taken place at higher elevations .  
Loation 9 .  Kapp Valdivia 
This prornontory in the northern part of Bouvetøya consists of a massive 
comendite lava flow or dome. In the steep eliffs sl ightly curved, well devel ­
oped columnar j ointing (Fig. 1 3) can be observed whereas the crest of the 
ridge shows somewhat vesicular lava with flow lamination. The rock is grey 
coloured except for some red-to-brownish stained spots on the uppermost 
flowbanded parts of the flow. Both towards the east and west it can be seen 
that the lava overl ies a sequence of  interbedded hyaloclastites and basic lava 
flows . 
Megascopically the rock looks like a fine-grained granite, but all thin sec­
tions show a porphyritic tex ture with anorthoelase phenocrysts and micro ­
phenocrysts of elinopyroxene and minor amphibole in a weU crystallized 
matrix . A few x enoliths of both vesicular basalt and some rhyolit ic material 
were observed in the massive parts of the rock (Fig. 1 4 ) .  
Location 1 0 .  Beach west o f  Kapp Valdivia 
A 400 - 500 m long beach west of Kapp Valdivia gave access to a eliff 
surface here. It consists of pyroelastic rocks cut by severai dikes, varying 
in form and texture from porphyritic to aphanitic .  One dike showed columnar 
j ointing. The rocks at this Iocation are generally similar to those  north and 
south of Westwindstranda. 
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Fig. 15 .  lsolaled pillowy bo dies in brecciated transilional basalt. Kapp Circoncision .  
Location 1 1 .  The fumarole area 
This location l ies at about 250 m elevation east of Posadowskybreen (Fig. 2) 
on the northern side of Bouvetøya. The steep walls of exposed rocks appar­
ently are located within the area supposed to represent a caldera. Approxi­
mately 1 00 m east of the fumaroles is  a steep cliff 30 - 40  m high which is  
composed of different rock types .  The lowermost s ection i s  stratified (tuffa­
ceous rocks) whereas the uppermost part s eems to be represented by rather 
massive lava flows . Dikes crosscut the wall in severai directions. A lava dose 
by is a vesicular subaerial basalt with phenocrysts of plagioclase, clino ­
pyroxene, and olivine (now partly altered) . The rocks exposed at the  site 
of the fumaroles are brecciated or s imilar to the lowermost section of the 
previously mentioned steep wal l .  An almost vertical dike (0 .5  m wide) was 
sampled,  and the matrix of this basalt i s  heavily alter ed to day minerals .  
The plagioclase phenocrysts are, however, rather fresh. Calcite was  observed 
in the matrix, but only in small amounts .  
Only weak secondary mineralization of calcite due to the  fumarol ic  ac­
tivity was observed on the rock surfaces .  The reason for this may simply be 
that the s lope of the area is so steep that small  s l ides of gravel and boulders ,  
which take place intermittenly, keep the rock surface almost dean. Further­
more, the action of meltwater contributes to the same process .  
It  is impossible from the observations made at this  location to s tate whether 
the exposed rocks represent a section of the pre-caldera structure of Bouvet­
øya or  a post-caldera infill ing. 
5 7 
Fig. 1 6 . Transition from fragmented (below hammer) to massive transitional basalt. 
Kapp Circoncision. 
Location 12 .  Kapp Circoncision 
This is another promontory in the north/northwestern part of the i sland . 
I t  i s  divided by the action of waves into a high ridge made up of pyroclastic 
rocks connected with the mainland, and a rather flat 1 00 - 1 50 m long and 
up to 1 00 m wide outer part made up of a black, very fine-grained and 
aphyric basalt .  This rock is characteristically irregularly j ointed on a small 
scale ( '" 5 cm) , and in same places the rock grades in to a breccialike type 
where the fragments may have glassy rims. In  a few lowlying places, isolat ed 
pillows were found (Fig. 1 5) .  A transition from such fragmental or  j ointed 
rocks (believed to represent subaquatic eruption) to subaerially cooled lava 
(Fig. 1 6) was observed at an elevation of about 5 m. An almost vertical 
basaltic dike with red-stained large phenocrysts of plagioclase (analysed by 
Verwoerd et al .  1 9 7 6) crosscut the whole sequence. 
Locations visited only by earlier eXj}editions 
The 1 9 7 8/79  expedition visited most places that had been described earlier .  
Important exceptions are : a) Kaf}f} Meteor on the eastern coast where a s ection 
of hyaloclastites and thin lava flows defines a former sea l evel (Løvlie  and 
Furnes 1 9 7 8) about 15 m above the present shoreline.  All rocks collected here 
are of hawaii te type (Furnes unpublished) . b) Kai}f} Fie on the southeastern 
coast where a greenish-brown aphyric lava of mugearite composition was 
found by Verwoerd et al .  ( 1 9 7 6) .  This i s  the only rock intermediate between 
transitional basaIts (hawaiites) and trachytic icelandites reported from Bouvet­
øya prior to the 1 9 7 8/ 79  expedition. c) Sjøelefantstranda west of Catoodden . 
Broch ( 1 946)  and 1msland et al .  ( 1 9 7 7 )  reported both basalt and rhyolite from 
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this local ity. Because no sampling reports exist from the "Norvegia" expe­
ditions, i t  i s  not known whether these  samples represent in situ rocks. Some 
highly plagioclase porphyritic basalts from this  locality appear to be very s imi­
lar to some of the lava flows observed during the 1 9 7 8/79 expedition at the top 
of diffs above this  shore (Location 5 above) . 
Sj øelefantstranda, reported as a beach in  reports from the "Norvegia" 
expeditions , has now completely disappeared . This  observation i s  in agree­
ment with what was observed by the second "Norvegia" expedition, that the 
shoreline in some places changed very much from one year to the other. 
d) Store Kari. Verwoerd et al . ( 1 9 7 6) s ampled material from this pinnacle 
l .S km east of  Kapp Valdivia and severaI hundred metres from the present 
shoreline . The composition i s  hawaiit ic .  
Observations made from helicopter 
As on previous expeditions (Baker 1 96 7 ; Verwoerd et al . 1 9 7 6) ,  it was pos­
sible to make observations from the helicopter along the diffs in areas where 
we could not land to make detailed observations and sampling. From these 
studies we condude that the coast between Kapp Valdivia and Kapp Meteor 
consists of interbedded lava flows and hyaloclastites , probably of  similar type 
as those described from Kapp Meteor by Løvlie and Furnes ( 1 9 7 8) .  In some 
places brown colours (s imilar to what i s  found in palagonitized rocks) occur, 
indicating that some of the eruptions were at least partly subglacial, or that 
we are observing reworked tuffaceous material .  
From the coast between Larsøya and Norvegiaodden it  is  dearly seen that 
the lowermost section consists of  mainly tuffaceous material (hyaloclastites as 
in Location 3 above) dissected by dikes, whereas the uppermost section is  
dominated by flows of lava. This relationship i s  somewhat s imilar to what 
i s  seen in the recess behind Nyrøysa except that at Nyrøysa the hydrothermal 
alteration seems to have been much more extensive. 
Fumarolic activity on Bouvetøya 
Fumarol ic activity has been reported by most expeditions visiting Bouvet­
øya. All observations come from the western, northwestern, and northern parts 
of the i sland (between Norvegiaodden and Posadowskybreen) . Most of  this 
activity could be confirmed on this expedition. A number of both active and 
extinct fumaroles were observed , particularly in the diffs between Kapp 
Circoncision and Posadowskybreen, and a single steam vent was observed 
high up in the diff east of  the front of Posadowskybreen. None of the active 
fumaroles seerned to be producing any large amounts of  steam. The fumarole 
between Nyrøysa and Norvegiaodden observed by the South African expe­
dition in 1 966 i s  still active, but the fumarole reported from the northern part 
of  Westwindstranda (Baker and Tombin 1 964) is obviously now extinct . 
An occurrence of low-temperature vapour activity was found dose to the 
talus fans behind the platform on the southern part of  Nyrøysa .  The activity 
here i s  probably waning, but a temperature as high as 2 7 . 2 °  C was measured 
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Fig. 17. The fumarole area (Location 11 above). 
F'ig. 1 8 . Close up photograph of steam vent in the fumarole area (Location lI) .  
in  the soi l  at a depth of O,i) m. An area of severai tens of m2 characterized by 
a thick cover of green moss, represents the influence area of this "high" tempe­
rature activity. This  i s  dose to the place where Furnes and Løvli e  ( 1 9 78 )  
reported an  extinct fumarole .  
However, by far the most active fumaroles (previously not reported) occur 
at about 250 m elevation between Posadowskybreen and Kapp Valdivia (Figs. 
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1 7  and 1 8) .  This  aetivity i s  concentrated in two centers separated from each 
other by ice .  The uppermost center (about 1 00 - 1 50 m from the lower one) 
is the most aetive. I t  was possible, however, to visit and observe in d etail only 
the lowermost center. Because the fumaroles have melted the ice here, the 
surface rocks are exposed to some degree (see Location I l  above) . Steam 
escapes from cracks o r  hoIes in the rock, and the aetivity seems to fluetuate 
sl ightly. Meltwater flowing through the steam vents i s  heated to the boil ing 
point. The smell of  the steam indicates that there i s  a certain amount of H2S 
present. 
Sampling of the steam from this locality resulted in a condensate, but 
unfortunately we got no sample of the gas itself. The condensate i s  now being 
analysed at the Nordie Volcanological Institute in Reykj avik and the results 
will be published elsewhere . 
Pietures from 1 966,  taken at a distance, show no steam douds in this area. 
This might indicate that the fumarolic aetivity was much lower or  not present 
at that time. 
Rock te mperature 
In a rock face on the north s ide of Nyrøysa,  dose to the lagoon,  a horizontal 
1 .55 m deep hole was drilled to measure the temperature gradient of the 
rock. Thermistors were placed at 5 cm, 55 cm, 1 05 cm, and 1 55 cm depths .  
Detailed calibrations of resistance/temperature were condueted using a resistor 
bridge and a digital multimeter. An accuracy of ± 0 . 1 0  C was achieved. 
The resul ts are presented in Fig. 1 9 . The highly variable readings at 5 cm 
depth is  interpret ed as due to air temperature variations. Direet sunshine on 
the rock surface i s  also thought to have influenced these temperatures . At 
55 cm, 1 05 cm, and 1 55 cm depths the temperatures were much more stable ,  
but the means were sl ightly higher at the end of the season than in the be­
ginning. This fea ture may reflect the Iocal weather conditions, hut i t  could 
also result from a higher heat flow with in the rock. 
The gradients from 55 cm to 1 05 cm, and from 1 05 cm to 1 55 cm were 
6.4 o Clm and 3.4 o Clm, respeetively. These high values probably depend 
on the rather cold air and rock sur face temperature, and it is not relevant to 
make any extrapolations .  In this area of Bouvetøya, where fumarolic aetivity 
is generally located, the rock temperature i s  more probably depending on 
circulating vapour or water heat ed at deeper levels than on residual heat 
of lava flows or  conduetive heat from rocks at deeper leveis. The maximum 
rock temperature of the cone at sea level is therefore thought to be around 
1 000  C .  Thus,  i f  thi s  temperature is  reached about 1 00 m inwards from the 
surface, the average gradient (ranging from 6 . 40  Clm to 0 .00  C/m) will be 
about I O C1m. Based on the faet that only one drillhole was made, it i s  very 
difficuIt to make generaIizations about the temperature distribution in the 
volcanic co ne of  Bouvetøya . The results obtained from drill ing in the young 
pyrodastic deposits of  Surtsey (Jacobsson and Moore 1 980) further substanti­
ate how difficult it i s  to predict tempe ra ture variations even in a very young 
volcanic strueture. 
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Fig. 1 9. Rock temperatures at /ollr levels in a vertieal eliff. during two days and during 011(' 
month. 
Formation of Nyrøysa 
Since the discovery of this platform in 1 958 ,  its ongm has been a subj eet 
of  discussion.  There are two main theories : 
a ) there was an eruption in the area between 1 955 and 1 958 (Baker and 
Tomblin 1 964 ; Lunde 1 965 ; Baker 1 96i ; Furnes and Løvlie 1 9 i 8 ) .  
b )  the platform was formed a s  a result o f  landslide or  avalanche type aetivity 
(Winsnes 1 966 ; Verwoerd et al .  1 9 i6) . 
The areal distribution of " young" and "old" rocks referred to by Baker 
and Tomblin ( 1 964) could r,ot be verified during the 1 9 i 81 i9  expedition 
because trachytic icelandite is found on the surface over the entire platform . 
Nevertheless ,  the platform deposit appears to be stratified (as seen in  the 
steep slopes towards Westwindstranda) , and lava structures such as those 
described by Furnes and Løvlie ( 1 9 i8 )  indicating both subaquatic and sub­
aerial cooling of the lava were observed in many places. As mentioned above, 
the surface of Nyrøysa is  very hummocky, and there is l i t t le that reminds 
us of a recent lava flow. This faet was, however, mentioned and explained 
by Furnes and Løvlie ( 1 9 i 8) as the results of lava-water and/or lava-air 
interaetion during eruption. 
The most important features favouring the landsl ide or  avalanche hypo­
thesis were summarized by Verwoerd et al . ( 1 9 i 6) and include the following :  
The platform has a form typical for avalanche deposits and  it is s ituated 
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symmetrically in front of a recess in the otherwise  steep cliffs. The presence 
of kettle hoIes and other surface strudures indicates that the putative ava­
lanche was a mixture of rock debris and blocks of ice. Photographs of the 
north-western coast of Bouvetøya, show that a prornontory existing above 
the area where Nyrøysa i s  situated has now disappeared .  Futherrnore, second­
ary minerals (mainly calcite and aragonite) are found in vesicles and cavities 
of the lava, and iran i s  oxidized along cracks and fradures in the flaggy 
trachytic icelandite. Such features are usually found in "old" rocks and do 
not indicate a recent eruption. Secondary minerals may, however, form soon 
after eruption in some cases (Jakobsson and Moore 1 980) . Thus ,  these argu­
ments do not seem to be conclusive, so other lines of  evidence were looked for 
in order to resolve this question. 
The rocks of  Nyrøysa are of a special composition compared to most rocks 
found elsewhere on Bouvetøya. If the landslide or  avalanche hypotheses are 
corred, the same rock type should be found in the uppermost cliffs behind the 
platform. Unfortunately, weather conditions did not perrnit in situ sampling 
of  the cl iffs .  However, two boulders of  trachytic icelandite almost identical 
to the flaggy lava on Nyrøysa, were found in the uppermost part of  a scree 
fan (elevation c .  75 m) behind Nyrøysa. These screes are continuously adive 
with a downwards motion, so the rocks certainly came from the lavas higher 
up. 
Six samples of rocks from or closely connected to Nyrøysa have been analysed 
and dated by the K-Ar method. The analytical data are presented in Table l .  
The results obtained must b e  considered in light of the fad that low amounts 
of radiogenic argon and a high degree of  atmospheric contamination makes 
dating of such young rocks difficult .  These data can, of course, be interpret ed 
in severai ways, but because four of  the samples (B49 ,  B28A, B49A, B 1 6) 
show rather consistent results ,  averaging 0 043 Ma, i t  i s  temp ting to suggest 
that this value approximates the real age of the rocks of  the Nyrøysa sur­
face. The higher age of B28 (which is  taken at the same locality as B28A) 
may thus be due to the presence of  extraneous 40 Ar of some kind. As men­
tioned by 1msland et al .  ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  the trachytic icelandites sometimes have 
inclusions or xenoliths of basalt and glomerocrystic aggregates of dioritic 
composition. There i s  thus ,  at l east theoretically, a possibility that the B28 
sample has inherited some 40 Ar from such sources . The much younger age 
of  the scree boulder (B6 7 ) ,  which is  compositionally and petrographically 
identical to the trachytic i celandite from the platform itself, may be due to 
loss of radiogenic argon rather than to a real d i fference in age. This  sample 
i s  considerably more altered than are the other rocks chosen for dating. 
Despite the wide range of ages obtained for these rocks, the results strangly 
indicate that the lava of  Nyrøysa represents material 0 04 - 0.5 Ma old, that 
was transported to its present location by a l andslide or  avalanche between 
1 955 and 1 958 .  
The observations made by  Furnes and Løvlie ( I  9 7  8) and those from the 
1 9 7 8/79  expedition show that the intermediate lava forrned as the result of 
both subglacial and subaerial eruption (s) . Of course ,  the mechanism given 
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Table l 
K-A r analyses of rocks from Nyrøysa, Bouvetøya 
�OAr ppm Apparent age, iV/a Rock type, etc. 
B281  2 . 364 1 . 1 6 ' 1 0-4 0. 7 1  ± 0. 1 0  Trachytic icelandite , crystall ine. Fresh . 
B491 2 . 1 08 5 .8  . 1 0-5 0 .40 ± 0. 1 6  Trachytic icelandite , hyaline crust of 
lava flow. Fresh . 
B28N 2 . 1 50 6 .94 ' 1 0-5 0.47 ± 0. 1 2  Trachytic icelandi te, crystalline lava. 
Fresh . 
B49N 2 .490 6 . 8 1  . 1 0-5 0 . 39 ± 0. 1 0  Trachytic icelandite, hyaline crust of 
lava flow. Fresh. 
B I 61 3 . 730 1 . 1 7  . 1 0-4 0.45 ± 0. 1 0  Comendite, crystalline jointed dome. 
Fresh . 
B673 2 .490 1 . 1 7 ' 1 0-5 0 .068 ± 0.0 1 Trachytic icelandite, crystalline boulder 
from scree fan In the recess behind 
Nyrøysa .  Somewhat altered. 
Constants used : }. = 4.962 . 1 0-10 year-I p Å ,  = 0 .58 1 . l O-lO year- I 
4°K/K = 1 . 1 93 · 1 0-4 g/g (0.0 1 1 67 atom % )  
Reference to constants : Steiger and Jager ( 1 977) . 
Analysts : I Kl'euger Enterprises, Inc.  Geochron Laboratories Division. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, uSA. 
2 FM CONSULTANTS LTD. Herne Bay, Kent, England. 
3 Graduate School of Oceanography, Oregon State University, Corvallis, 
Oregon, USA. 
for the eruption by Furnes and Løvli e  ( 1 9 7 8) also would be consistent with 
a location at higher elevation of the is land where the presenee of an icecap 
i s  more easily accounted for. 
The internal structure of  Nyrøysa, with hydrothermally altered rock 
underlying the hummocky lava in the scarps towards Westwindstranda, and 
the existence of lavas in a restricted area which consistently show normal 
polarity (Furnes and Løvlie 1 9 7 8) reve al that l) the platform deposit has 
retained much of its original stratigraphy, and 2) the individual parts did 
not rotate or ti  It significantly. The pro cess responsible for a deposit with these 
characteristics i s  probably best designated as a landsl ide o r  landslip rather 
than an avalanche .  
The irregular shape of Bouvetøya with steep el iffs along the west  coast 
i s  the result of strong marine erosion. Whatever the triggering mechanism for 
the landsl ide forming Nyrøysa was, its formation in the 1 950 ' s  and later 
abrasion mainly by wave action show how thi s  marine erosion works . 
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The volcanic activity and age of Bouvetøya 
It was shown above that the maximum age of the Bouvetøya volcanic struc­
ture (including the submarine parts) is about 4 .5 - 5 .0  Ma. On the other hand, 
Verwoerd et al . ( 1 9 76) on the basis of the normal magnetic polarity of two 
rhyolites from Larsøya and one hawaiite from Westwindstranda concluded 
that the age of Bouvetøya (subaerial parts) was less than l Ma. Normal mag­
netic polarity was als'o found in a sequence of basic lavas at Kapp Meteor 
(Løvlie and Furnes 1 9 7 8) .  
Because Nyrøysa was forrned by a landslide, there i s  no direct evidence 
for a recent eruption on Bouvetøya. Fumarolic activity i s  st iU taking place 
at severai locations on the i s land, and at Nyrøysa such activities has pre­
viously been connected to the theories of a recent eruption on the platform. 
However, this activity i 's now more easily explained as a general location of 
fumaroles of the island within or elose to the caldera area. 
Vertical tectonic activity of this  area of the South Atlantic or  of the island 
is  not weU known . However, Løvlie and Furnes ( 1 9 78 )  presented evidence 
that uplift has taken place on the eastem coast. Other evidences of uplift 
(or, equaUy weU, of universal lowering of the sea l eve! (Wilson 1 963) )  are 
the expo:sed contact between fragmental and massive lava at Kapp Circoncision 
described above and the occurrence of some very poorly consolidated beach 
s ecliments (Fig. 20) occurring at the southem end of Westwindstranda. Even 
though subsidence i s  generaUy found among oceanic is lands (Wilson 1 963) , 
some examples of uplifted oceanic islands have aho been reported. 
In addition to the samples from Nyrøysa, seven other samples from Bouvet­
øya were subj ected to K-Ar analysis .  The results are presented in Table 2 . 
Fig .  20. Poorly consolidated, ulJli/led beach sedimenls. Southern end of Weslwind­
stranda. 
K O ' ; 0  
B I 83 1 . 046 
1 . 228 
B3 J 1  1 . 335 
0 .937 
B441 4.0 1 9  
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Table 2 
K-A r analyses of rocks from Bouvetøya 
4°Ar, ppm Apparent age, Ma. Rock type, locality, etc. 
1 . 3 1  . 1 0-5 
4. 1 6 · 1 0-5 
1 . 29 · 1 0-4 
6 .9 . 1 0-5  
3 . 1 . 1 0-5 
0 .23  ± 0 .26 Transitional basal t .  Aphyric lava flow 
with veins of quartz and calcite at south­
em end of Westwindstranda, south of 
Nyrøysa. Altered . 
0.49 ± 0.09 Transitional basalt . Dense, aphyric lava 
from Norvegiaodden. Slightly altered . 
Transitional basalt . Aphyric fragment in 
hyaloclastite from ridge between Nor­
vegiaodden and Catoodden . Low strati­
graphie position . Altered. 
1 . 39 ± 0 .2  Transitional basalt . Fine-grained, aphy­
ric lava flow above the altered hyalo­
cIastite sequence behind Nyrøysa .  Slightly 
altered . 
1 . 06 ± 0 .3  Transitional basalt .  Porphyritic, some­
what vesicular lava flow from the sequ­
ence of subaerial flows at the ridge above 
Catoodden . Fresh . 
0 . 1 1  ± 0 . 1 0  Comendite . Porphyritic, well-crystallized 
rock from dome at Kapp Valdivia. Fresh . 
Comendite. Slightly microporphyritic 
obsidian from lava flow at Larsøya. Fresh. 
- = radiogenic argon not detected 
Constants and data sources as in Table l 
Samples B 1 8 , B32 ,  and B43 were al l  tak en at sea l eveI on the western 
coast of the island . In the hyalocIastite fragment (B43) radiogenic argon 
was not observed at all . This result shows that the hydrothermal solutions 
percolating through this lower section of the volcanic pile were able to open 
the system for argon degassing . B 1 8  and B32, which also yieIded low ages, 
represent l avas from the same section. Even though these rocks are rather 
massive, they are somewhat altered. This observation indicates that the ap­
parent ages could be too Iow aiso for these rocks . The massive nature of  these 
rocks , compared to the otherwise fragmental appearance of  the lower section, 
indicates that these rocks may have been forrned later, either as small intru­
s ions in the pyrocIastic rocks, or  as lava overflows from later eruptions at 
higher l evels on the volcano . The existing fi eId data are not, however, con­
cIusive on this point .  
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Much higher apparent ages were obtained from two subaerial flows, both 
from about 200 m above sea level . Sample B3 1 ,  which is a sl ightly altered , 
fine-grained aphyric transitional basalt, overl ies the predominantly pyro­
clastic and highly altered sequence on the north side of the recess behind 
Nyrøysa (Location 1 3 , Fig. 1 ) .  Sample B62 represents a fresh, slightly vesi­
cular, plagioclase-porphyritic lava flow or flow unit at the deglaciated ridge 
above Cato-odden (Location 5 ,  Fig .  l ) .  The age difference between these 
samples ( l .39 and l .06 Ma) and the Nyrøysa rocks ( '" 0.4 - 0.5 Ma) i s  sur­
prisingly high compared to their relative stratigraphic positions. However, 
especially sample B62 i s  very fresh and the apparent age ( l .06 ± 0.3 Ma) 
should be consid ered to represent the time of eruption unless a significant 
amount of extraneous argon is  present. ane small xenol ith ('" 2 mm) of inter­
mediate to silicic composition i s  seen in a thin section of this sample .  The 
effect of such a contamination on the apparent age of the sample can be 
estimated by using the formula tI = t3 + ft2  �2 (Dalrymple and Lanphere, 
l 
1 969) where ti = apparent age of the sample,  t2 = apparent age of the con-
taminant, ta = true age of the sample, f = fraction of contaminant in the 
sample, K2 = KO/o in the contaminant and Kl = KO/o in the uncontaminated 
sample .  In this case,  where f is small « 0 . 02) and the maximum age of 
the contaminant i s  5 Ma (probably < 2 Ma) , even a high-K contaminant 
would not be  able  to increase the age by more than 0 .36 Ma and more l ikely 
less than 0 . 1 2  Ma. This calculation indicates that the two subaerial transitional 
basaIts really represent eruptions that to ok place some l Ma ago . Thus, the 
volcanic activity of  the island seems to have been very low between these 
eruptions and the time when the Nyrøysa rocks were formed. 
It was mentioned above that the transition from hydrothermally-altered 
fragmental rocks to massive lavas in the recess behind Nyrøysa and else­
where along the western coastl ine (Fig. 3 )  might represent a depositional 
break. The presence of a larer of almost pure clay at the corresponding con­
tact in the scarps of  Nyrøysa was, in fact, mentioned as evidence for thi s .  On 
the other hand, it is  hard to imagine how a predominantly pyroclastic cone 
could survive the intense marine abrasion for any long time. Thus, the age 
difference between the massive lava flows and the underlying fragmental 
sequence is most l ikely not very high. Percolating hydrothermal solutions in 
the fragmental sequence were probably not abl e  to penetrate the overlying 
massive lavas to any great amount and were trapped so that the clay layer 
could be forrned at the contact. 
The low age (O . l l ± 0 . 1 0  Ma) of the comenditic dome of Kapp Valdivia 
is  in good agreement with the field evidence, which shows an intrusive re­
lationship to the somewhat altered basic rocks . The comendite itself i s ,  how­
ever, extremely fresh. Furthermore, the relationship between the comenditic 
lava flow at Larsøya and the pyroclast ic  rocks of the mainland could not be 
observed, but the very fresh nature of the Larsøya rocks indicates that they 
also represent a rather late, parasitic eruption. The lack of 40 Ar in the ana­
lysed sample (B39) fortifies thi s  suggestion. 
6 7  
The size and shape of a rather flat topographic fea ture surrounded by  a 
few peaks in the summit area indicate that the island has evolved beyond 
the stage of caldera col lapse (1msland et al .  1 9 7 7 ) .  Even though very little 
i s  known about the continuity of the magmatic activity of Bouvetøya, severai 
features such as a general trend from basic to intermediate and silicic rocks 
with time and the scarcity of apparently very young rocks indicate that the 
volcanic activity, or a cyele of activity, is now in a deel ining phase. 
However, before the geological history of Bouvetøya can be fully evalu­
ated, more detailed data are needed. The radiometric ages presented above 
indicate that rocks with reversed magnetic polarity are present (and probably 
abundant) on the island. Future investigations should therefore inelude a de­
tailed study of the magnetic polarity of stratigraphically-known sections. 
These studies should be combined with more radiometric dating. 
Conclusion 
1 .  Bouvetøya is built up of two geological forrnations. The older formation 
is  dominated by various kinds of volcanielastic rock types .  This formation 
probably forrned as hyaloelastites under submarine (Surtsey type eruption) 
conditions. The youngest formation mainly consists of lava flows with only 
subordinate elastic sequences .  This feature indicates that the island had 
only a thin ice cap that gave rise to small amounts of hyaloelastites during 
the initial phases of the eruptions before it  melted locally so that sub­
aerial flows could be  formed. The transition between the two formations 
most l ikely represents the time when the volcanic structure of the island 
was rigid and compact enough to prevent seawater from entering conduits 
or vents . 
2 .  K-Ar ages indicate that some subaerial rocks were formed as early as 
1 .39 ± 0 .2  Ma. Comenditic lavas appear to represent young (O . l Ma or 
less )  parasit ic vents. The present volcanic activity seems to be restricted 
to abundant fumaroIic activity along the north-western and northern coasts .  
These features together with the presence of a caldera in the summit region 
and the general trend from basic to silicic rocks with time indicate that 
the volcanic activity of Bouvetøya is  now in a deelining phase .  
3 .  Topographic  features as  wel l  as  radiometric ages show that the platform 
Nyrøysa forrned as a result of a landslide rather than from a recent 
eruption. 
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The seismicity of the Bouvetøya region * 
By H. Bunguml, Y. Kristoffersen and A.K.  Nilsen1 
Abstract 
During the N orwegian Antarct i c  Research Expedi t i on  in 1 9 7 8/ i9  three se i smographs were 
in  operat ion on Bouvetøya for s ix days and a three- component digital event recorder for a 
subsequent pcri od of two months .  The ambient noise leve! was very high and i n  addi t ion a 
large number of cvcnts interpreted as i ce and/or rock bursts were recorded. Shortly after the 
first s eismograph came in  operat ion, a magnitude (ML) 3.0 earthquake occurred in the north­
eastern part o f  the Bouvet Fracture Zone.  This earthquake was fo l lowed by a number of 
aftershocks during the next 20 hours .  and a few earthquakes from the same area were also 
recorded later .  Only a few weak evcnts were recorded from the vicin i ty o f  the I s land 
( L':. � 20 km) .  and none  from o ther more  d i stant parts o f  the p la te  boundaries in  the  Bouvetøya 
regi on. 
Introduetion 
Bouvetøya, located at 54 °25 'S  and 03 ° 2 1 'E in the South Atlantic, is the top 
of  a volcano which measures 9 .5 X 6 km2 at sea level and reaches a height 
of i 80 metres. The is land is 95% covered by ice and steep precipitous cliffs 
form its perimeter. Bouvetøya is situated on the Antarctic plate (Fig. l )  on a 
submarine rise formed by the southwestern flank of  a spreading ridge seg­
ment which is offset by the Bouvet Fracture Zone about iO km northwest of 
the is land and by a minor fracture zone named Moshesh by Sclater et al. 
( 1 9 i i ) about iO km to the east of  Bouvetøya. The boundaries between the South 
American , the African and the Antarctic plates intersect about 260 km west 
of the is land at the Bouvet Triple Junction (Sclater et al .  1 9 i 6 ;  Johnson et al . 
1 9 i3 ) . The outline of the evolution of the triple j unction given by Sclater 
et al .  ( l 976 )  suggests that the Bouvet Fracture Zone has existed for about 
20 mill ion years . Assuming no significant asymmetric seafloor spreading to ok 
place before anomaly 2 ( 1 . 8  M.y) , the age of the sea floor in the vicinity of 
Bouvetøya can be estimated to be  4 - 5 mil l ion years . The oldest  unit  of 
the transitional oceanic basalts of the is land itself is  dated to one mill ion years 
(Prestvik and Winsnes 1 9 8 1 ) .  Recent volcanic eruptions have not been ob-
". Pub l i cat ion No.  44 of the Norwegian Antaret i e  Research Expeditions. ( 1 9 7 8/79) . NORSAR 
Contribution No. 285 .  
1 NTNF/NORSAR, P.O.  Box 5 1 ,  N-200i Kje l ler. Norway. 
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served and the glacier front exposed on the eastern side of the is land showed 
no ash layers within the glaeier. The gently undulating field of volcanic 
boulders (Nyrøysa, on the western side of the island) was formed by a massive 
rock sl ide (Prestvik and Winsnes 1 98 1 )  between 1 955 and 1 95 7  rather than by 
an eruption (Lunde 1 965 ; Baker and Tomblin 1 964) . 
While most mid-ocean spreading centers can only be investigated microseis­
mically by sonobuoy arrays o r  ocean bottom seismographs, the presence of 
Bouvetøya provides a possibility for an initial effort using more conventional 
instrumenta ti on. This paper reports on a microearthquake survey carried out 
on the island in December/January 1 9 7 8/ 79  during the Norwegian Antarctic 
Research Expedition. Three portable ,  vertical component, analog seismographs 
were operated for six days and a three-component digital event recorder for a 
period of two months .  
Teleseis mic events 
Teleseismically recorded earthquakes for the period 1 940- 7 7  from the 
Bouvetøya area are plotted in Fig. 1 with available focal mechanisms (For­
syth 1 9 75) and plate boundaries inferred from bathymetric data (Sclater et al .  
1 9 7 7 ) .  Although the location errors for some events may be severaI tens 
of kilometers, i t  is evident that the seismie activity is mostly confined to the 
fracture zones. There i s  a notable lack of earthquakes associated with the 
spreading centers in the vicinity of both Bouvetøya and the triple j unction, 
and in this respect, the area is typical for what is commonly observed at 
mid-ocean ridges. 
The available focal mechanisms show strike-sl ip motion for events l - 4 
(Fig. l ) ,  with a sense of motion that complies well with what is expected at 
each of the associated transform faults . For  event 5 ,  the faulting is oblique 
normal, but with a direction of the tensional axis which fits poorly with what 
should be expected for a ridge crest earthquake in that area. 
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Fig. 1 . The Bouvetøya region, 
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the International Seismological 
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The microearthquake survey 
54�24'S 
The location of the microearthquake network i s  shown in Fig.  2 and the 
geographical coordinates of the seismic stations and their recording intervals 
are given in Table 1 .  The extremely rugg ed topography and the ice cover 
gave no other alternativ es for si ting of the instruments i f  a reasonable array 
geometry were to be maintained .  Station WWB was located close to the main 
camp, while the other stations could only be reached by hel icopter. Three verti­
cal component Sprengnether MEQ- 800 sei smographs recording on smoked 
paper were in operation from 2-! December 1 9 i 8  to -! January 1 9 i9 .  A three­
component Sprengnether digital event recorder was subsequently installed at 
WWB and operated until 5 March 1 9 i9 .  
A maj or problem with operation of seismographs a t  Bouvetøya was the 
ambient noise level . Noise generated by impact of sea waves on the shores 
were dominant with considerable addit ional disturbances from movements 
in the glaciers and from rock and ice bursts along the near vertical el i ffs sur-
'Jable l 
lY an/ cs, geograjJIl ieal eoordillutes and l imes of of}eratiorl for the Bo uvetøya 
seismie statio71s Ilsed in th is l)allcr.  
Station Name Gode Lat . (OS) Lang. ('E) Time of Operation 
Westwind Beach (WWBl 54. 1 52 3 . 1 1 6 78 . 1 2 . 24-79 . 0 1 .04 
Westwind Beach* (WWB) 54. 1 52 3 . 1 1 6 78. 1 2 . 3 1 -79 .03 .05 
Kapp Valdivia (eVA) 54. 1 46 3 . 1 39 78. 1 2 . 2 7-79.0 1 . 02 
Randi Glaeier (RGL) 54. 1 64 3 . 1 57 78. 1 2 . 26-79.0 1 .02 
* Digital event recorder 
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rounding the island. Therefore, the seismographs had to be  operated with a 
maximum magnification as Iow as 1 1 ,000 at l Hz with 6 dB below this as a 
more typical value. The high frequency cut-off of the low pass filters was 
set at 5 or 1 0  Hz depending on the site and weather  conditions. 
Results 
The network recorded a large number of events which most likely were 
generated by rock/ice bursts .  Even though timing problems prevented us from 
obtaining accurate locations for these events, the data from the largest one 
(Fig. 3) were good enough to determine that the epicentral area had to be 
in the northwestern part of the island - east of Kapp Circoncision and west 
of Kapp Valdivia. The ampl itude decay with distance leads to the same con­
clusion, also indicating that the events are surficial and consequently not 
earthquakes.  As a matter of exclusion, we therefore conclude that they are 
generated by bursts of ice and/or rock along the steep cliffs around the island. 
I t  should be  emphasized here that although only the largest of these events 
could be located as described above, a large number of  similar but smaller 
events were also recorded. There is every reason to believe that these are 
scattered mainly around the perimeter of the island. Along the eastem side 
of Bouvetøya, ice bursts involving 1 00 metres or more of the 60 metres high 
glacier front were observed from the anchored vessel on severai occasions . 
The largest earthquake recorded dur ing this experiment occurred only a 
few hours after the first seismograph came in operation on December 24 ,  
WWB 
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L' __ ---" 
Fig .  3. Recordings at all three 
stations of lhe laTgcsl of the 5ur­
{ieial cvcnl" al  Bouvf'løya. 01/ 
December 30 1978. 1 645 GMT. 
The ga in (in dB) al/d h igh fre­
qucncy elllof! (in Hz) arc given 
for caeh station. 
WWB 7 2  d B  5 H z  
O 1 m i n  
I 
Fig .  4 .  WWB Tecording of the /ruges l of lhe  
Tecorded earthquakes. on Dcccmber 24 1978, 
19:j9 GMT. The cflicenter has been estimated 
to be near the I/orthcastern part of BO llvet 
Fmelllre ZOlle. at a dislance of 60-80 km 
8.0. Gain und filler settings are as in Fig. 3. 
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'{able 2 
Recorded events, with arrival time (nearesl millule only) ,  number of reeording 
statians (NST), eslimaled e fJicen lral distance ( f::. ) in !?m, Zocal magnilude (ML) 
and direelioll of af}proacll (when f)ossible). 
Date Hours NS T f::. (km) ML Direction 
78. 1 2 .24 1 9.59 70 3 .0  
20 .08 60 1 . 9 
20 . 1 6  60 1 .0 
22 .09 70 1 . 3  
23 .26  60  1 . 3 
78. 1 2 . 25  04. 1 0  60 1 . 6 
06. 1 6  80 1 . 7  
09. 1 0  60 1 . 2  
1 5 . 5 1 30 1 . 6 
78. 1 2 . 29 1 4.25  1 40 1 .4 
1 8 .02 2 40 1 .5 
78. 1 2 . 3 1  0 1 .40 3 20 1 .5 Southwest 
05. 1 2  3 60 2 .0  Northwest 
2 1 . 35  2 80 1 . 7 
79.0 1 . 1 3  1 2 .35 50 1 .4 NW or SE 
79.02 .25  1 8 .00 20 1 . 7 
79 .03 .03 1 7 .25 20 1 . 2  
1 9 7 8  (Fig. 4 ) .  The magnitude i s  estimated t o  be 3 . 0  using a local magnitude 
(ML) scale. Based on the S minus P travel time difference, we estimate the 
epicentral distance to be around 70 km as sum ing a standard oceanic crustal 
model . Fol lowing this earthquake, a number of  aftershocks were recorded 
during the next 20 hours with arrival times, epicentral distances and magni­
tudes as given in Table 2 .  The magnitudes of the aftershocks range from l . 9 
to l .0 ,  indicating a slope of the frequency-magnitude distribution (b-value) 
s l ightly below 1 .0 ,  i . e . ,  a typical value. 
Since this earthquake sequence was recorded at only one station, no direc­
tion of approach could be  obtained . However, by looking at the tedonic 
setting of Bouvetøya (Fig. l ) ,  we find the most probable source area for the 
earthquakes to be the northeastern part of the Bouvet Fradure Zone about 
60-80 km to the northwest of  the island. This interpretation i s  supported 
by the occurrence of two similar events seven days later, on December 3 1 ,  1 9 7 8 .  
A t  that time three stations were i n  operation, and although w e  still had same 
problems with absolute timing, a general northwesterly diredion of approach 
could be derived from the data. The largest of  the twa events on December  3 1  
i s  shown i n  Fig. 5 .  Note that for this figure as well as for Fig. 3 ,  the gain is 
different for all three stations. 
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Fig.  5 .  Recordings at all  three stations of an earthquake 
on December 31. 1978, 0512 GMT. The epicenter for this 
event is the same as for the one reproduced in Fig. 4, 
and the magnitude (ML) is 2.0.Gain and filter settings 
are fI.\ in Fig;. 8. 
In addition to the Bouvet Fracture Zone activity, there are a few events 
which have epicentraI distances in the range 20-40 km (Table 2 ) . However, 
at such short distances the S-wave identification is sometimes difficult , and 
when data from only one station are available there is a risk of mistakingly 
identifying two separate rock/ice bursts as P and S waves from an earthquake. 
The most certain identification of an earthquake with a source nearer than 
the Bouvet Fracture Zone is therefore the one on December 3 1  at 0 1 40 GMT, 
recorded by three stations. Its epicenter was located to about 20 km southwest 
of the island . 
The three-component digital event recorder was operated for 59 days after 
withdrawal of the analog instruments . The recorder has an automatic trig­
gering system, and a total of 540 events were recorded during 46  days of 
continuous survei llance. The data set i s  dominated completely by ice/rock 
burs'ts and other transients in the ambient noise, and only three events can be 
assigned an epicenter distance with some confidence (Tabl e 2) . 
Discussion and conclusion 
Bouvetøya presents extreme conditions for seismic recording both because 
of  difficult accessibil ity to s i tes away from the main camp and because of 
very high ambient noise level .  The modest data base obtained from this  study 
indicates that the seismicity associated with the Bouvet volcano is minor. The 
recording interval may fortuitously have covered a period of low activity, 
but an observational period of two months i s  of sufficient duration to reveal 
the general seismicity level . The few events actually recorded are probably 
of  tectonic origin, i . e. ,  fracturing and displacement of fault blocks, which is  
what typically i s  observed also in volcanic areas .  Se ismic events generated 
by draining and fill ing of magma chambers at depth are usually found in 
association with volcanic activity and eruptions , and such activity has not 
been observed during this  study. 
On a geologic time scale various factors indicate that the activity of t he 
Bouvetøya volcano is in a waning phase :  
7 7  
1 )  the volcano has probably evolved beyond the stage o f  caldera collapse as 
indicated by the glacier-filled ci rcular depression on the western half of the 
island (1msland et al . 1 9 7 7 ) ,  
2 )  the upper unit o f  predominantly lava flows i s  a t  least l M.y. ,  although 
small parasit ic  vents are younger (0 . 1 M.y. or less) . There is no evidence of 
eruptions in historic times (Prestvik and Winsnes 1 98 1 ) ,  
J )  present volcanic activity seems to b e  restricted to minor fumarol ic activity 
along the northern and northwestern coast. 
The seismic data, albeit on a much shorter t ime scale, are consistent with 
the assumption that the Bouvet volcano is in a declining phase. No recorded 
earthquakes could with certainty be located to the volcano or its deeper struc­
ture and reve al any significant magmatic or tectonic activity. A few events 
were recorded within a range of 20 km of the island, while most of  the seismic 
activity appeared to be associated with the northeastern part of the Bouvet 
Fracture Zone. We also note that during the two months of continuous recor­
ding no events were detected which originated from a source area farther 
away than the nearest part of the Bouvet Fracture Zone. Jf we use a fre­
quency-magnitude relation derived from the teleseismic data in Fig. l with 
proper scaling, the number of expected earthquakes per month within a 500 
km radius of Bouvetøya would be one event above magnitude (m b )  -l and six 
events above magnitude 3 .  This indicates that aur recording interval covers 
a period of relative seismic quiescence al ang the plate boundaries in the 
Bouvetøya region. 
Bouvetøya is a strategically located platform for geophysical monitoring of 
one of  the more poorly investigated triple junctions and surrounding plate 
boundaries .  Future expansion of automatic data acquisition capabil ity beyond 
the weather station presently in operation, should therefore include seismic 
data. 
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The glaeiers of Bouvetøya <}:� 
By Olav Orheim 
Abstract 
Bouvetøya has an area of 50 .0  km" of which 93% is glaei er covered. I t  has polar marit ime 
c l imate, and the accumulat ion areas of  the glaeiers are in  the soaked faeies .  The equi l ibrium 
l ine has an clevation of  200-350 m, and i s  h ighest on the north- and wes,t - faeing glaeiers. 
There i s  eonsiderabl e  mass loss by ealving from the steep i ee fmnts .  
The frontal posi t ions of  the glaeiers are  mostly determined by the topography, and are 
not very sens i t ive to cl imate changes . Nevertheless .  a c l imat ie  trend i s  suggested for the past 
f i fty years. Glaei er retreat i s  observcd at s even loca l i t i es .  whereas on ly ane glacier has ad­
vanced during this interva! .  
Introduetion 
Bouvetøya is a sub-Antarctic island located at 54 °25'S ,  3 °2 1 'E ,  about 500 km 
south of the Antarctic Convergence. It is of volcanic origin, ris ing to 7 80  m, 
and with steep slopes on all but the eastern s ide .  The island has an area of 
50 .0  km2 , of which 46 .2  km2 is  glacier covered (see enclosed map l : 20 ,000 of 
Bouvetøya) . 
Bouvetøya experiences a polar maritime climate, characterized by small 
daily and seasonal temperature variations, and potential snowfall on all days 
of the year. Data on the weather and climate of Bouvetøya have mostly been 
obtained in recent years . The Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition 
(NARE) 1 9 7 6/ 7 7 established an automatic weather station on the is land which 
transmitted data during most of 1 9 7 7 and 1 9 7 8 .  A manned meteorological 
station was operated from December 1 9 7 8  to March 1 9 7 9  as part of NARE 
1 9 7 8/ 1 9 79 .  At this time two new automatic weather stations were established 
on the island, one of which is still in operation.  Results from these meteoro­
logical studies are described by Vinj e ( 1 9 7 8 ,  1 98 1 ) .  Vinj e ( 1 9 8 1 )  finds that 
mean monthly temperatures near sea level vary from 1 .3 °  C in January to 
-2. 7 °  C in July. Cloud cover in summer is 80-90 percent. Daily short wave 
radiation was 238 cal cm-2 in  February and 23 cal cm-2 in .lune .  Total pre­
cipitation in January and February was j ust above 1 00 mm. 
" . Publication No.  45 of  the Norwegian Antarctie R esearch Expeditiuns .  ( 1 9 761 7 i  and 
1 9 7 8/79) . 
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F ig .  1 .  Bouvetøya seen from easl-northeasl (ENE), showing glaeiers which mostly lerminate 
above narrow beaches washed occasionally by the sea. 
Photo:  Norsk Polarinstitutt B 7 8-79  0 7 .  
Glader morphology 
The glaeiers on Bouvetøya flow radially from the volcanic cone, and cover 
practically all parts of the island apart from steep cliffs and low-Iying beaches. 
One-third of the total circumference of 30 km is  in the form of glaeiers ter­
minating at sea level, including a 4 . 8 km long section of 50 m high icefronts 
above narrow beaches on the east coast (Fig. 1 ) . Two large glaeiers on the north 
side, one small in the north-east, and a small and a large glaeier i n  the south 
also terminate in the sea. For the remaining two-thirds of the circumference, 
the  glaeiers terminate in calving ice fronts above steep rock cliffs (Fig. 2 ) . 
Three regenerated glaeiers that almost reach sea level are forrned on the west­
ern side (Fig. 3) . Together these cover an area of 0 . 4 7  km2 
Mass balanee and faci es conditions 
It follows from the above that all glaeiers on Bouvetøya have some mass 
loss by calving. Visual observations and inspection of photographs tak en l ate 
in the summer season show relatively small areas of bare ice, and even 
within this ablation zone are areas where the winter snow is  preserved in local 
hollows. 
Inspection of photographs taken by T.  Winsnes in early March 1 966 shows 
the following elevations of the equilibrium line : 2 7 0-290 m on the south side, 
350-360 m on the west s ide,  and 300-34 0 m on the north. On the eastern s ide 
the elevation is less certain, but seems to be below 200 m.  
Photographs by the author in late February 1 9 7 7  show equilibrium l ine eleva­
tions corresponding to around 300 m on the south side, 320-350 m on the west 
8 1  
Fig. 2. Bouvetøya seen from the south. Rustadkollen is left o f  centre. 
Photo: Norsk Polarinstj.tutt B 7 8- 7 9  0 10. 
and around 350 m on the north. On the east side the equilibrium line was 
probably around 200 m. Thus these results indicate an equilibrium line eleva­
tion around 330-350' m on the north and western sides, about 50 m lower on 
the south, and probably more than 1 00 m lower on the east .  We do not have 
data to j udge whether these elevations are representative for the multi-year 
means. 
No direct mass balance measurements have been carried out at Bouvetøya. 
Ten stakes were placed at 2 7 0-300 m elevation on the east side of the island 
by a South African Expedition in 1 966 (CSIR 1 96 7 ) ,  but  have not been remea­
sured. Winsnes (pers . comm.)  observed one of these stakes from afar in  1 979 ,  
indicating a multi-year mean net balance near zero at  this locality. No other 
stakes were visible, and possibly these have been buried, indicating a more 
positive net balance than suggested by the single stake observation. A gene­
rally positive net balanee at this elevation would accord  with the above 
equilibrium line observation. 
Observations of burial of  sensors at the automatic stat ion at 420 m ele­
vation on the east s ide indicate a snowfall from February to July 1 9 7 9  of 
about 0 .5  m (Vinj e 1 98 1 ) .  P its dug on the east side in 1 966 showed many ice 
layers in  the snow (Winsnes pers. comm.) , and the observations at the auto­
matic station show that rain and possibly snow melting occurred severai times 
during the winter, raising the snow temperatures to 0° C. Thus the winter 
snow can be expected to have fairly high dens it y, and the accumulation of 0 .5 
m snow for four winter months suggests a balance around 0 .5 m water equi­
valent for the whole winter season . 
The meteorological mesaurements show that it is likely that there will be 
sufficient rain and meltwater to raise the summer temperature of the snow 
and firn layers to melting point even at the highest part of Bouvetøya. The 
accumulation areas of the glaciers are in other words in the soaked facies .  
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Fig. 3. Bouvetøya from the west, with Engelbrechtbreen on the left and an unnamed regene­
rated glacier in the centre. 
Photo: Norsk Polarinstitutt B 7 8-79 01 5. 
Historie glacier variations 
The frontal positions of most glaciers on Bouvetøya are at present related to 
the topography. The glaciers terminate in calving ice fronts where the slopes 
become too steep, or  in the sea. Thus the variations in frontal position cannot 
be expected to be sensitive to climatic trends . 
The Valdivia Expedition in 1 898 (Aagaard 1 930) observed that Horntvedt­
breen and the glacier west of it reached the sea. Photographs from 1 9 7 8  show 
these glaciers terminating 1 4 0-200 m above sea level, at distances of 1 50-
200 m from the sea. This retreat over the past eighty years is  l arge compared 
to the following observations of  the retreat during the past 50 years . 
The island was extensively photographed by the Norvegia expeditions from 
1 92 7  to 1 930 ,  including aerial photography in  1 929/30 .  These photographs, 
published in Aagaard ( 1 930) , have been compared with photographs from 
NARE 1 9 7 6/7 7 and 1 9 7 8/79 .  The main changes are shown on Fig. 4, and can 
be summarized as follows : In the east and north-east there are no significant 
changes . There is  a retreat of 1 0-40 m along a one kilometre section in the 
eastern part of the south coast. There are no other changes along the south 
coast, except that the glacier west of Rustadkollen has retreated about 80 m .  
On the west coast the regenerated glacier south of Engelbrechtbreen reached 
the sea in  1 929 ,  and has retreated 50- 1 00 m. Part of  the glacier north of 
Engelbrechtbreen has retreated 1 00 m and there is a very small retreat of 
Aagaardbreen. On the north coast, Posadowskybreen has retreated sl ightly, 
while the glacier to the east of it  has advanced 1 50 m to reach the sea. 
There is also a change in glacier extent caused by changes in topography 
related to the formation of Nyrøysa in the north-west in the 1 950 ' s .  The slope 
above Nyrøysa became more gentle, and two new glaciers are now located 
here. Together these cover 0.25 km2 . Unfortunately the Norvegia Expedition 
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Fig.  4. Changes in terminal positions of the glaeiers at Bouvetøya during the past fifty ycars 
Hatched lines indicate iee clilfs in 1979 .  
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did not provide good photographic coverage of this area, but it is  clear that if 
there were any glaciers here prior to the formation of Nyrøysa, then they must 
have been very smal l .  
Disregarding the formation of new glaciers above Nyrøysa, we find that the 
total loss of glacier area is 0 . 1 2  km2 , and the total advance of the glacier east of 
Posadowskybreen also covers 0 . 1 2  km2 • However, although this suggests that 
there has been no changes in  glacier an:a related to climate, the overall 
impression is one of slight retreat since 1 92 7 .  Retreat i s  observed at seven 
localities spread around the island, whereas there i s  on ly one advance.  
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Meteorological observations from Bouvetøya * 
By Torgny E .  Vinj e 
Abstract 
Standard surfaee and upper air observations fo-r ]anuary and February 1 9 7 9  are diseussed 
as w ell as observations from automatie stations mounted near the sea l eve! and at 420 m 
on the glaeier  eovering B ouvetøya. 
The thermal s tratifi eation of the air masses in the surface layers i s  found to  be  dose  t o  
adiabatic o n  an a v e  rage. Short-lived strong gusts are observed on t h e  lee  s i d e  o f  the i s land;  
apart  from this  l oeal effect, the surface wind at sea i s  seldom very high during the frequent 
passages of  lows. Compari sons show that the present observations of  the surfaee temperatures 
are 1 -3 0  C lower than previous estimates for this area. The greates t  difference i s  found 
during the summer months.  The observed variation in the air pressure indicates a greater 
variabil i ty in  the atmospherie eireulation in  the Bouvetøya region both during summer and 
winter compared wi th the eorresponding northern latitude. 
The automati e  observations on  the glacier indicate a snow aeeumulation of about half a 
metre between F ebruary and ] uly 1 9 79 .  The monthly mean temperature at thi,s height i s  
below freezing for the m entioned period,  however, with maximum tempera!iures well above 
zero for all  months except August .  Sudden increase of the temperature towards zero at the 
depth of  1 .5 m in  the snow occurred severai t imes in  conneet ion wi th advection of  warm air .  
This indicates an effect of  the l iberation of heat by the freezing of  percolating rain and melt­
water. 
Average values for the upper air observat ions show good accordanee with avai lable est i­
mates for the area,  both for heights ,  wind speed and temperatures . The highest air tempe­
ralure observed in the air column was 7 . 3�  C at the h eight of ROO m, i .e. j ust above the top 
of the island. L ee wave effects w ere c l early indieated by a systematic variation in the 
ascention rate for al l  the soundings. Wave l engths of 3- 1 4  km, and verti cal velociti es of 
1 -4 m s - 1  can be  estimated. 
Introduction 
A manned station was operated on Bouvetøya in January and February 
1 9 7 9  to carry out a meteorological programme in connection with the Global 
Weather Experiment. The establishment and operation of an upper air station, 
together with the mounting of the automatic stations on the island, was one 
of the main tasks for the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition (NARE) 
1 9 7 8/79 ,  planned and operated by Norsk Polarinstitutt. 
" . Publication No.  46 of  the Norwegian Antarct ic  Research Expeditions. ( 1 9 7 8179) . 
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Fig. 1 .  View towards the west (a) and the north (b) ,  from the cam!) at Bouvetøya. The auto­
matic station in the center of (b) and Kapp Circoncision to the right near the horizon .  
Photo:  T. Vinje/Norsk Polarinstitutt. 
The meteorological station was established with the aid of  helicopters. Three 
huts , serving as operational facilities were built on a rock slide terrace, Ny­
røysa, on the western side of the is land (Fig. 1 ) .  The camp was planned in 
accordance with a series of  observations from an automatic Nimbus-6 RAMS 
station mounted on Nyrøysa by NARE 1 9 7 6/ 1 9 7 7  (Vinj e 1 9 7 8 ) .  Two automatic 
stations, one near the camp at the elevation of 35 m, and another at 420 m 
above sea l evel on the ice cap, were mounted and equipped with batteries for 
two and one years, respectively. 
The Omega positioning system was used for calculations of the upper wind. 
Direct sight between the transmitter attached to the meteorological balloon 
and the receiver in the camp, was necessary. Because it was assumed that 
westerly winds would frequently carry the balloon out of sight behind the 
a 
b 
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island, a specially constructed relay station was mounted on Kapp Circoncision. 
This arrangement proved satisfactory, and it  turned out that it was necessary 
to use the relay station for as much as 95 per cent of the time. Apart from a 
few periods with strong northerly winds carrying the balloon out of s ight of  
the relay station, the observation programme had a high degree of regularity. 
Surface observations 
General features 
The top of Bouvetøya is generally encompassed by douds. In addition to 
the faet that a low doud l ayer i s  frequent over the region, orographic l ifting 
will generally form douds in the passing moist air also under otherwise doud­
free conditions. The orographic effeet i s  also refleeted in a pronounced in­
crease of turbulence observed when approaching the island. As should be 
expeeted, the most gust y and st rong winds are generally observed on the lee  
s ide ,  while  the cairnest area is  encountered on the windward side .  
There were some occasions with winds of damaging strength during the 
establishment of the camp. This happened when there was a fairly st rong 
easterly air current in conneetion with low pressure centers passing north of 
the island. The estimated speed of gusts would be about 30-40 m S - 1 on 
Nyrøysa, while the expedition vessel ,  M/V "Polarsirkel" ,  anchored on the 
windward side, reported 1 0- 1 5  m S - 1 . On the other hand, with westerly winds, 
nearly caIrn conditions were observed on Nyrøysa, while  the expedition vessel 
on the lee side reported 25-35 m s-I . When circumnavigating the island under 
such wind conditions, the barograph would indicate a very pronounced drop of 
3-4 mb when entering the turbulent area on the lee side .  Speetacular down­
drafts were sometimes shown by douds mo ving or  rolling at very high speed 
down the steep hills of the island. Conditions with lee wave formation were 
relatively frequent. Stationary are as of dear sky would then develop in an 
otherwise thick, very dark layer of douds. Because of these effects ,  the 
helicopters generally flew along the windward side between the expedition 
vessel and the camp on Nyrøysa .  
Standard observations 
Meteorological surface observations were taken every six hours at Nyrøysa 
in January and February. The free s ight seetion was between 1 80 0  and 360 0 
because of a steep hill s ide east of the camp (see endosed map) . The wind obs er­
ved at Nyrøysa was of course not representative for the area, and wind speed 
and direction were therefore estimated from the state of the sea. Fig.  2 
summarizes some of the observations. The most predominant wind direction 
was westerly. Relat ively few occasions with easterly winds are registered, 
indicating that most of the low pressure centers passed south of the island 
during the observation period. The most frequent speed ( 1 0  min. average) was 
between 5 and 10 m S- 1 . Speeds above 1 0 m S- 1 were observed during 19 per 
cent of the period.  
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Fig. 2 .  Frequency distribution (°10) of  wind speed, direction, doud cover, 
and visibility as observed at Bouvetøya in january and February 1979.  
Wind speeds (at sea) above 20 m S-l were observed only twice during our 
stay. This agrees with the long-term observat ions of Ivanov et al . ( 1 960) that 
the lows in the region of Bouvetøya are not distinguished by great wind 
speeds . We observed wind speeds above 15 m S-l on eight days in January 
and only two days in February. The observed frequency of wind speeds above 
this l imit based on reports from whal ing and research ships is five days per 
month (Ivanov et al . 1 960) . 
According to the Atlas of the Oceans ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  the average speed of the wind 
in the Bouvetøya region is  stipulated to 9.2 m S-l for January and about 
1 0  m S-l for February. The monthly ave rages we observed were considerably 
lower : 6 . 1 and 6 .4 m s-l , respedively. 
The weather was generally better in February compared with January. This 
i s  expressed by smaller average doud cover (6 . 7  versus 7 .3 odas in J anuary) . 
Fog (visibility less than one kilometre) was also less frequent in February. 
Our observations of  the average doud cover, 9 1  per cent for January and 
84 per cent for February, are somewhat greater than the average value of 
80  per cent given by van Loon ( 1 972) . His figure i s  based on severai dimato­
logical atlases .  The Atlas of the Oceans ( 1 9 7 7 ) gives above 90 per cent doud 
cover for both months . The frequency of fog is quoted to 1 0- 1 2  per cent for 
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January and February, while our observations gave 1 8  and 8 per cent for the 
two months, respectively. 
The highest daily amount of precipitation  was 1 3 .2 mm observed as rain 
in  a period with very strong NE winds in J anuary. The highest daily value 
in February was 5.9 mm. The total precipitation amounted to 76 . 0  and 2 7 .4 
mm for January and February, respectively. Apart from the extremes, most of 
the precipitation at the camp occurred as snow which due to radiation, melted 
during the day .  
The short-wave radiation was measured with an Eppley precision pyrano­
meter .  Because of the relatively high cloudiness, the daily radiation totals are 
generally smal l .  The average daily sum for the period 24 J anuary to 2 March 
was 238 cal cm-2day-l .  
Automatic observations at N yrøysa 
An automatic station was mounted near the camp 35 m above sea l evel 
(Fig. 3) in the beginning of March 1 9 79 .  The surface ne ar the mast i s  covered 
with gravel and small rocks . The distance from the mast to the edge of the 
rock slide terrace was about 20 m and the distance to the 600 m high steep 
hills ide was about 300 m.  The observations were transmitted via the TIROS-N 
Argos system whenever the satellites were in sight. Observations were ob­
tained about ten t imes a day when one satellite was in orbit .  The number of 
daily observations increased to around fifteen after the second US satellite 
(NOAA-A) came into use from July 1 9 79 .  There are no observations between 
Fig. 3 .  Aulomatic A rgos stalion 
at Nyrøysa, Bouvetøya, 35 m 
above sea levei, seen towards the 
NW. Batteries in lower, and elec­
tronics in upper box. Antenna at 
the top of the mast. The aulo­
matic stations mounted at Bouvet­
øya have been manufactured by 
Chr. Michelsens Institute, Bergen . 
Photo: N. Nergaard/Chr. Michel­
sens Ins,t i  tute. 
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Fi'g. 4 .  Sea surface air pressure observations at Bouvetøya: a: monthly means and extremes, 
b: observations for three summer months, and c:  three winter months, d: the average annual 
course of the standard deviation, and e: of the sea surface air pressure based on the two 16-
month periods referred to in Table l .  january and February values are based also on manual 
observations. 
approximately 1 000 and 1 400 GMT because of the orbit scheme.  This must be 
remembered when maximum temperatures are considered. Two restrietions 
have been applied to the data to filter out faulty observations which amounted 
to 1 percent of the total . vVhen incorreet figures occur in the registra ti on, they 
generally occur in all the words given via the satell ite .  In addition, incorreet 
figures generally produce quite unrealistic observations. 
The automatic platform was manufaetured by Chr. Michelsens Institute, 
Bergen, to measure air pressure, wind speed and direetion, and temperatures 
at seven different l evels .  The sensors were controlled with other instruments 
at Bouvetøya. The automatic air pressure reading showed a mean deviation 
of I . l  mb which i s  within the FGGE specifications .  The temperatures are cor­
reet within ± 0 . 1 0  C. 
The frequency of  the maximum and minimum of the air pressure seems to 
be  roughly equal for summer and winter months (Fig. 4b and c) . The pressure 
variations are, however, greater in the winter .  This is  also the case for the 
standard deviations (Fig. 4 d) which are 1 0 . 8  and 1 3 . 7  for the summer and 
winter months, respeetively, i . e .  an annual range of about 3 mb. The corre­
sponding values for the same latitude in the Northern Hemisphere (Shumann 
9 1  
Table l 
Monthly ave rages of sea slIrface air preSSllre (Po three last figures) and air temperature 
(7 0.5) 0 .5 m above the surface of N yrøysa with the corresponding standard deviation{ s) 
for the two observation periods starting March 1977 and March 1979 .  
Af AR APR MA Y JUN JUL A UG SEP OCT NO V DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MA Y JUN 
1 977  Pa 92 . 7  96 . 7  97 .8  96 . 2  90. 1 96. 1 90. 8  9 1 . 1 90. 7  85 . 7  9 1 .4 93 .0  90.6 99.9 93 . 1 
1 5 . 9  1 2 . 6  1 3 . 8  1 4 .2  1 2 . 9  1 4. 8  1 0 . 5  1 2 . 9  8 . 9  1 0 . 1 1 4.0 1 2 . 3  1 1 . 5  1 2 . 5  
1 979 Pa 85.6 84. 2 93 . 7  94.8 92 . 8  04.2  94. 3 99.9 90. 6  93 .6  92 . 3  95 . 3  89. 5 90.6 85.3 
1 1 . 5  1 5 . 2  1 1 . 8  1 2 . 5  1 3 .4  1 5 . 1  9 .9  9 .3  1 0 .9  1 0 .6  1 0 .2  1 0 . 8  1 1 . 6  1 2 . 8  1 1 . 1  
1 977  T 0.5  2 .8  1 . 2 0 .2  - 1 . 3  -2 .4  -2 .5 -2.0 - 1 . 8 O . l 1 . 1  2 . 1 2 . 2  1 . 6 1 . 6 1 . 3 
1 . 3 1 .4 1 .4 1 . 6 1 . 7 2 . 1 2 . 3  1 .4 1 . 9 1 . 7 2 .4  1 . 5 2 . 0  1 . 8 
1 979 T 0.5  0 .6  -O. l -0.8  -2 . 3  -2 . 9  -2 .5  -3 . 1  - 1 . 5  - 1 . 3  0 .5  I . l  0 .8  1 . 2 -0 . 3  - 1 . 3  
1 . 2 1 . 3  1 . 9 2 . 7  2 . 8  2 .4  2 .8  2 .0  1 . 8  1 . 5 1 . 1  1 .0 1 . 5 1 . 0 1 . 3 
and van Roy 1 95 1 )  are 7 ,  1 2 . 2 ,  and 5 . 2  mb, respectively. Using the standard 
deviation as a measure for the variabil ity of the atmospheric circulation, we 
might conclude that the circulation at Bouvetøya is more variable than at 
corresponding lat itu des in  the Northern Hemisphere. However, the observed 
annual range is smaller at Bouvetøya . The annual ave rage of the standard 
deviation at Bouvetøya ( 1 2 . 0  mb) is similar to the corresponding figure based 
on long-term winter observations in the north ( 1 2 . 2  mb) . Van Loon ( 1 9 7 2b) 
concluded that the long-term average circulation is as variable in the Southern 
as in the Northern Hemisphere in the winter, and more variable in the summer. 
The winter value of the standard deviation at Bouvetøya ( 1 3 . 7  mb) is  some­
what higher than the zonal average value ( 1 2 . 1  mb) that can be estimated for 
this latitude from van Loon's ( 1 967 )  figur es based on IGY data. 
According to van Loon ( 1 9 7 2b) the ampl itude of both the yearly and half­
yearly air pressure wave shou1d be relatively small around Bouvetøya and the 
observed annua l course of the average monthly air pressure (Fig. 4 e) seems to 
support this statement. However, because of  the great variability in the atmos­
pheric pressure in  this  area, the observation period is probably too short to 
gi ve conclusive indications in this  respect. 
The temperatures given in Table l refer to a level of 0.5 m above the sur­
face at Nyrøysa. The annual average air temperature at this l evel (March to 
March) i s  -0.3 and _ 1 . 0 0  C for 1 9 7 7 1 78  and 1 9 79/80, respectively. This 
difference in the annual average air temperature may well be due to differen­
ces in  the positions of the two stations at Nyrøysa and do not necessarily 
express an actual change in the annual average for the area. The Argos 
station was mounted near the highest most exposed area at Nyrøysa and the 
temperature observed at this site i s  therefore probably the most representative 
of the two . The Nimbus-6/RAMS automatic station was mounted 28 m above 
sea level at a more narrow place at Nyrøysa (Vinj e 1 9 7 8 ) .  
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Fig. 5 .  Temperature observations from Bouvetøya. a:  month ly means and extremes 2 m above 
surface, and b :  at the surface, c :  the average vertical pro/ile, and d: average daily variation 
for }anuary 1980 at 2 m height and at the surface, based on automatic observations. }anuary 
and February 1979 values are based on manual observations .  
The temperature sensors at the Argos stations are mounted at levels S ,  2, l ,  
O .S ,  0 .0 ,  and --O.OS m .  Fig. S a  i llustrates the annual variation o f  the monthly 
mean temperatures as weU as the monthly extremes at the 2 m level and of  the 
surfaee .  Note the maximum surfaee value for Mareh 1 980 of about 1 4 °  C whieh 
is probably eaused by intense sun radiation. The effect of this heating of the 
dark surfaee is  pronouneed at the O .S and l m levels (not reprodueed here) , but 
only faintly traeeable at 2 m height. This indieates that the air temperature at 
the standard observation l evd is affected only to a small ex tent by the surfaee 
eonditions . The monthly mean of the vertieal temperature profi le is  reproduced 
in Fig. Se for January 1 980 when the wind speed was partieularly low (Table 
3) . The average daily variation for the same month is given in Fig. Sd .  Unfor­
tunately, the lack of satellite passes between about 1 000 and 1400 GMT means 
that the maximum values for levels less than 2 m are probably some tenths 
too low. (This, of eourse, also applies to the average temperatures for the lower 
heights . )  The vertieal profile clearly shows that the influence of surface effects 
on the temperatures at higher leveIs should be very smal l .  The reduction with 
height of the average daily range and of the standard deviation (Table 2)  also 
demonstrates this .  The standard deviation as well as the daily amplitude of 
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Table 2 
Standard deviation (s) of all temperature readings and monthly average for 
the daily range (A) at different levels for 1uly 1979 and january 1980. 
Numbers of observations are 453 and 401, respectively . 
Level in m :  5 2 1 0.5 0 .0  -0.05 
J anuary 1 980 
0 .9  0 .9  1 .0 I . l  1 .4 1 . 6 
A 1 . 7  1 . 8 2 . 3  2 . 6  3 . 6  4 .0 
July 1 979 : 
s 2 . 7 2 . 7  2 . 8  2 .8 2 . 8  2 . 6  
A 3 . 9  4 .0 4.0 4.0 3 . 7 2 . 6  
the a i r  temperatures increase markedly from summer towards winter. This 
inCl'ease p robably refleets the increase of the meridional temperature gradients 
towards winter when the sea ice expands about 1 500 km from the Antaretic 
continent (e .g .  Talj aard et al . 1 969) . The faet that the standard deviation and 
the daily amplitude become nearly constant with height during the winter 
(Table 2)  refleets the influence of the high albedo of the snow cover on the 
local surface heat budget as well as the small income radiation at that time. 
A comparison with the Atlas of the Oceans ( 1 9 7 7 )  shows that our observed 
monthly average surface temperature (2 m level) is  systematically 1 _3 0  C 
lower. The difference is smallest  during the winter months when, on the other 
hand,  the basis for the Russian figures is least good. Comparison with the 
long-term mean values given by Talj aard et al .  ( 1 969) shows that our ]anuary 
and ]uly means are I O C and 0 .3 0  C lower, respeetively. The systematic 
deviatior. from previous estimates could suggest that the period in question 
was colder than normal during the summer months .  
The effeet of the N -S  runn ing steep mountain wall  east of the camp is 
sharply refleeted in  the distribution of  the registered wind direetions . A 
similar frequencies distribution as given in Fig. 6 is observed for the whole 
sixteen-month per iod considered here.  
Higher wind speeds are relatively rare at Nyrøysa, apart from st rong short­
lived gusts during conditions with easterly winds (Table 3) . The very strong 
gusts experienced for periods during the establishment of the camp, were of 
such short durations that the peak speeds are probably not represented in 
Table 3 ,  even though we measured only over 50 sec .  
Bouvetøya was revisited by the West-German Antaretic Expedition at the 
end of February 1 980 .  A new anernometer with another type of grease was 
mounted. Although the old instrument was later in Norway found to operate 
normally i t  seems to have had a greater inerti a as the frequency distribution 
for the lower wind speeds change after the new anernometer was mounted 
(Table 3) . 
Table 3 shows that wind speeds above 1 5  m S - l  occur in less than 6 per cent 
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Table 3 
Frequency distribution (Ofo) of observed 50 sec averages of wind speed (m S-1) 
at N yrøysa, Bouvetøya. 
Month I 
O 
Wind speed interval, m rI 
I 
No. of 
observ. 0 - 5  5 - 10 10 - 15 15-20 20 -25 25-30 30 -35 35- 40 
1 979 Mar 1 0  59 22 5 2 0 .66 0. 1 0  0 .05 1 980 
Apr 1 0  63 1 8  7 2 25 1 9  
May 4 54 30 1 0  l 0.04 2576 
Jun 1 9  45 2 1  1 2  3 0 .04 2357 
Jul 1 3  53  22 9 2 0 .02 0 .02 4944 
Aug 1 2 46 26 1 0  4 1 . 95 0 . 70 0 .02 5020 
Sep 1 4  56 22 7 l 0. 3 1  0 .04 4872 
Oct 1 0  55  22 9 3 0 .66 0 .04 5024 
Nov 1 3  62 1 8  5 l 0.05 4439 
Dec 2 7  5 5  1 5  2 4959 
1 980 Jan 54 38 6 l l 0 .02 4096 
Feb 2 7 38 28 6 1 0 . 1 1  3796 
Mar 4 49 28 1 7  3 0 .02 4929 
Apr 3 42 39 1 3  2 0 .02 4795 
May 3 43 32 1 8  4 0 . 1 2 4998 
Jun 4 46 33 1 5  2 0 . 1 7  4 1 83 
of the time. Wind speeds below 5 m S - l  are most frequent and caIrn conditions 
are generaUy registered for less than 20  per cent of the time. An exception is 
January 1 980 ,  when this percentage was as high as 54 . 
The battery capacity of the Argos station elapsed at the end of December 
1 980 .  At the end of January 1 9 8 1  a South African expedition revised the 
camp and readivated the station.  
Automatic observations on the glacier 420 m above sea level 
A second automatic station was mounted on the glacier 420  m above sea 
level on the eastern side of the island . This station was equipped with an air 
pressure sensor, as a reserve for the beach station during the Global Weather 
Experiment. The sensor gave unrealistic values for shorter periods ,  but other­
wise the average difference from the camp observations were below 0.5 mb 
when reduced to surface .  Temperature sensors were mounted at 2, 0 . 5 ,  0 . 0 ,  
and - l .s m heights and were calibrated to the nearest ± 0 . 1 0  c .  
An Eppley pyranometer was also mounted on the mast two metres above the 
snow surface .  The receiving surface faced downwards to avoid hoarfrost form­
ation. The registered values were compared with simultaneous radiation 
registrations made with an Eppley pyranometer in February at the manned 
camp. This comparison showed that the values observed at the glacier had to 
be  multiplied by a fador of 1 . 1 1 8  to give the global radiation at the sea surface .  
This fador takes account of the albedo which i s  supposed t o  be more or  less 
constant throughout the year, as weU as the effed of multiple refledion of 
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Fig.  6. Frequency distribution (0/0) of wind speed and wind direc­
tion in summer and winter mo nths observed at Nyrøysa. 
radiation between the bright snow surface and the nearly permanent do ud 
cover. Two radiation averages of fourteen minutes each were registered on 
each satellite pass. An average daily curve was calculated for each month to 
evaluate the monthly income of short-wave radiation (Table 4 ) .  Rime ice has 
probably accumulated on the instrument for periods, effecting the measure­
ments. However, the annual variation in the monthly sums is reasonable and in 
fair accordance with indirect calculations made by Sasamori et al .  ( 1 9 72 ) . The 
largest deviation occurs in  February where interpolation from the indirect 
calculated values is  34 per cent higher than that observed at the camp. 
The sensor mounted 0.5 m above the sur face in Jaunary showed a marked 
reduction in July in the variability of the temperature indicating that snow 
had then accumulated to that height. Except for August ,  the maximum tempe-
96 
Table 4 
Daily average income short wave radiation in 1979 observed at Bouvetøya 
(R) compared with indirect calculated values (e) ly day-l made by Sasamori 
et al. (1972). Figures in parentheses indicate interpolated values. 
Jan 
R 
C 377 
Feb 
238 
(320) 
MaT 
177 
(180) 
Apr 
117 
97 
May 
45 
(45) 
Jun 
23 
(30) 
Jul 
32 
27 
Aug 
60 
(80) 
Sep Det 
136 
(150) 253 
ratures at a depth of 1.5 m (nominal) were dose to 00 C (Fig. 7 d) indicating 
liberation of heat by the freezing of percolating rain and meltwater. Registra­
tions of a temperature course like that in Fig. 7 e indicate that adveetion of 
warm air with rain occurred on six occasions from May to September. The 
temperature rise in the snow was generaUy observed to start with a sudden 
increase 4-12 hours after a pronounced temperature increase in the air. The 
effeet of liberation of heat by freezing of water is also indicated by the faet 
that the snow temperature at 1.5 m depth is 2-50 C high er than the air 
temperature, even in the summer (Fig. 7f). The upper air soundings (Table 6) 
show the occurrence of temperatures weU above freezing, also at the top of the 
island, suggesting that rain and melting may occur at this leve! as weU. 
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Fig. 7 . Temperature observations 420 m above sea level on the 
eastem slope of the Bouvetøya glacier. Monthly means and extremes, 
a: 2 m and b: 0.5 m above the surface, c: at the surface, and d: 
1.5 m below the surface, e: temperature variations 2 m above, and 
1.5 m below the surface during conditions with assumed rain per­
colation, f: mean monthly temperature differences between obser­
vations 1.5 m below the surface and 2 m above. 
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Table 5 
Monthly ave rage, T, standard deviation, s, and ave rage daily varzatzon, A ,  
for the temperature 2 m above the surface a t  1 :  420 m above sea level on the 
glacier, and 2 :  35 m above sea level. G is the monthly average vertical tempe­
rature gradient, ° C/100 m. Number of observations each month lies between 
240 and 300 for March-}une and between 440 and 480 for }uly-September. 
Month : Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 
T l  � 2 . 4  � 3 . 2  � 3 .7 � 5 . 5 � 6 . 3  � 5 .4 � 5 . 5 
T2 0 . 5  �O. l � 0 . 7  -2 . 2  � 2 . 7  � 2 .4 � 2 . 7 
G 0 . 75 0 . 8 1  0 . 7 8  0 . 86 0 . 94 0 . 7 8  0 . 7 3  
A l 2 . 6  2 . 7  3 . 2  3 . 3  4 .7  4.4 4. 1 
A2 1 .4 1 . 9 2 . 2  2 . 4  4.0 3 . 2 2 . 7  
s l  1 . 4 2 . 0  2 . 8  3 . 4  3 . 5  3 . 0  3 . 3  
s2 0 . 8  1 . 2 1 . 8 2 . 6  2 . 7  2 . 3  2 . 6  
The monthly ave rage vertical temperature gradient between the two auto­
matic stations is  fairly constant, 0 . 7 -0 .9°  C/ I OO m, throughout the year 
(Table 5) . A relatively small annual variation of  this parameter should be 
expected as long as the drift ice does not enclose the is land, which it  did not 
in 1 9 7 9  (NAVY-NOAA Joint lce Center Charts) . 
The monthly mean of the daily temperature range (A) shows a clear seasonal 
variation (Table 5) . The standard deviation (s) also shows similar annual 
variation. This again reflects the annual variation in the meridional tempe­
rature gradient (Talj aard et al . 1 969) , which will cause greater temperature 
variations in the winter than in the summer when lows are passing. 
There is  a very small difference both in A and s in spite of  a very different 
surface below the two automatic stations. This again reflects the dominating 
influence of  the ocean on the thermal regime of the island. 
Up per ai r observations 
Introduction 
The upper air programme was supposed to fill in an open and important 
space in the international observation net during the first Special Observing 
Period, 5 January-5 March, of the Global Weather Experiment. We made 
a total of 1 1 0 flights, of which 93 gave successful results (Table 6) . We have 
considered January and February together, as a splitting-up in monthly periods 
gave very small and un systema ti c differences .  
Temperature 
The standard deviation of  the temperature which i s  I . l  ° C at the surface, 
increases markedly with height, and shows two maxima, one near the 7 00 mb 
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Table 6 
Mean, standard deviation (s), maximum, mznzmum and number of obser-
vations (n) of various parameters from the upper air observations 5 january 
-5 March 1979 .  H: height (gpm), T: air temperature ( 0 C), D:  dew point 
depression t C), f: wind speed (ms-l). 
H T D f H T f H T f 
Surface 250 mb 30 mb 
Mean 1 . 3  2 . 0  7 . 7  9973 - 48 . 3  2 6 . 6  24085 - 42 . 5  8 . 2  
s 1 . 1  1 . 5 5 . 7  1 55 4 . 2  1 6 . 1  67 2 . 1  4 .0  
Max. 4 . 2  8 . 0  2 2 . 6  1 03 1 0  - 40 . 3  76.0 24200 -40.5 1 3 . 9  
Min. - 0 . 9  0 . 0  O 9380 - 5 8 . 7  5 . 1 23960 - 45 . 7  2 . 1 
n 93 93 93 70 70 6 1  9 9 9 
850 mb 200 mb 20 mb 
1 246 - 5 . 7  4 . 7  1 3 . 5  1 1 457 - 46 . 0  2 3 . 2  269 1 0  - 3 7 . 5  8 . 5  
80 3 . 8  7 . 8  6 . 9  1 1 9 4 .0  1 2 . 5  6 7  1 . 5 4 . 2  
1 393 6.4 30.0 33.9 1 1 750 - 40 . 7  58.0 26990 - 35 . 5  1 1 . 8  
1 048 - 1 1 . 5 0 . 0  1 . 0 1 1 2 70 - 58 . 9  5 . 1 26850 - 3 8 . 9  2 . 6  
93 93 92 79 67 67 58 5 5 4 
700 mb 150 mb 
2753 - 1 1 . 0 1 7 . 2 1 4 . 9  1 3372 -46 . 2  2 0 . 5  
1 0 1  4.5 1 1 . 7  7 . 7  1 05 2 . 8  8 . 9  
297 1 3 . 4  38.0 38.6 1 3700 -40 . 3  5 3 . 4  
22 76 - 2 0 . 9  0 . 0  2 . 1  1 3 1 90 - 54. 1 7 . 2  
9 3  9 3  8 9  7 9  67 67 5 7  
mb T f 
500 mb 100 mb Tropopause 
5272 - 2 5 . 2 1 8 . 9  2 0 . 5  1 6060 -47.6  1 5 . 6  290 - 5 1 . 7 2 7 . 9  
1 1 1  4 .0  1 1 . 1  1 0 . 8  84 2 . 7  5 . 5  39 4.2 1 6 . 6  
5500 - 8 . 1 30.0 5 1 . 9 1 6300 - 40 . 3  30.8 384 - 42 . 7  7 5 . 0  
5 1 00 - 3 2 . 7  0 . 9  3 . 1 1 5880 - 5 3 . 5  5 . 1 1 94 - 6 1 . 5 3 . 1 
9 1  9 1  84 78 6 1  6 1  7 1  69 69 58 
400 mb 70 mb Max. wind level 
6850 - 36 . 4  1 5 . 8  24.6 1 8450 -46 . 1 1 2 . 6  2 79 47. 3  
1 25 3 . 6  1 2 . 3  1 4 . 2  8 1  2 . 1 4 . 3  6 6  1 5 . 0  
7 1 1 0  - 2 7 . 9  30.0 6 1 . 7  1 8630 -40 . 3  2 2 . 1 446 9 7 . 7  
6640 - 44.9 0 . 0  4. 1 1 8280 - 49 . 3  8 . 2  1 1 4 32.4 
87 8 7  6 9  7 4  1 9  1 9  1 4  2 7  2 7  
300 mb 50 mb 
8788 -47.9 1 9. 5  2 8 . 8  20680 -45 . 1 9 . 9  
1 43 4 .0  1 1 . 5  1 7 . 7  72 2 . 2  4 .2  
9 1 1 0  - 3 8 . 9  3 0 . 0  92 . 0  208 1 0  -40 . 1 1 9. 0  
8550 - 5 3 . 9  4 . 3  2 . 1 20520 -48.3 4. 1 
77 77 1 7  64 1 7  1 7  1 2  
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Table 7 
Maximum range of the temjJerature variation t C) as observed at the manda­
tory levels. B: Bouvetøya (]a71uary and February) and M: Maudheim 
(December and January). 
B 
M 
Surf. 
5 
8 
850 
1 8  
1 4  
700 
24 
1 2  
500 
25 
1 2  
400 
1 7  
1 3  
300 
1 5  
1 3  
250 
1 8  
1 8  
200 
8 
1 7  
150 
1 4  
1 3  
1 00 
1 3  
8 
l evel of 4 . 5 0  C and a second one near the 250 mb level of 4 .2 0  C .  This height 
variation indicates that the thermal influence of the vast ocean on advective 
warm and cold air masses may be observed up to the 700 mb level near 
Bouvetøya. 
The absolute maximum temperature, 7 .3 o C, in the air column above the 
island, was observed at a height of 800 m .  The temperature at the 850 mb level 
was on this occasion 6.4 o C (Table 6) . The maximum temperature variation 
observed at various levels shows great increase with height, with a maximum 
of 24-25 ° C at the 7 00-500 mb levels (Tab le 7 ) .  This variation is in con­
trast with the one observed at Maudheim (Schumacher 1 958) , where a maxi­
mum variation of 1 8 °  C is found at the lower levels of the stratosphere. I t  is  
supposed that the difference merely reflects the difference in distance to the 
waves on the polar front. 
Wind 
More than 7 O per cent of the observed wind directions lie between 1 80 o 
and 300°  (Table 8) , nearly equally distributed between the sectors 1 80 ° -
2 4 0 °  and 240 °-300 ° . I t  is  only in the stratosphere that westerly winds 
(240 °-300 ° )  become most frequent (65-7 0%) . In  the lower troposphere and 
in  the lower stratosphere, at 850, 7 00 ,  200, 1 50 ,  and 1 00 mb levels, the most 
frequent wind speed is between 1 0  and 20 m s-1, while in the upper tropo­
sphere, above 500 mb, wind speeds between 20 and 30 m S- 1 are most frequent . 
The standard deviation of the wind speed is at its maximum at 300 mb where 
we also observe the highest average wind speed (at the mandatory levels) 
(Table 6) . The average level of maximum wind speed is at 280 mb with a 
mean speed of 4 7 .3 m s-I . The maximum wind speed observed was 98 m S - 1 
from 260 ° .  The average maximum level indicates a j et current level of 9- 1 0  
km which can ble compared with 8-9 km given i n  the Atlas o f  the Oceans 
( 1 9 7 7 ) .  
Comparison with available estimates 
The average figures obtained from the upper air programme at Bouvetøya 
are in dose accordance with the available estimates from this area. Thus van 
Loon et al . ( 1 97 1 )  give a zonally averaged geostrophic wind for January at the 
500 mb level of  1 8  m s- I ; our observations show 1 7 . 6  m s-I . Talj aard et al. 
100 
Table 8 
Frequency (Ofo) of wind speeds and of wind direction at various mandatory 
levels up to 100 mb for January and February 1979.  Number of soundings, N. 
wind speed (ms-l) 
mb N 0 - 10 10 -20 20 -30 30 - 40 40 -50 50 -60 60 - 70 70 -80 
850 77 3 3 . 8  5 0 . 6  1 4. 3  1 . 2  
700 77 3 1 . 2  46. 8  1 6 . 9  9. 1 
500 76 1 9 . 7  3 1 . 6 3 2 . 9  1 0 . 5  3 . 9  1 . 3  
400 73 1 7 . 8  1 9. 2 34.2 1 2 . 3  1 0 . 9  4. 1 1 .4 
300 63 1 2 . 7  2 0 . 6  28.5  1 4. 3  1 1 . 1  6 . 3  3 . 2 1 . 6 
250 60 1 6 . 7  20.0 28.8 1 3 . 3  1 0 . 0  3 . 3  1 . 7  3 . 3  
200 57 1 2 . 3  42 . 1 1 9. 3  1 2 . 3  8 . 8  5 . 3  
1 50 56 7 . 1 46.4 3 3 . 9  1 . 8  1 . 8  1 . 8 
1 00 50 1 2 . 0  64.0 2 2 . 0  2 . 2  
wind direction (decadegrees) 
mb 0 - 06 06- 12 12- 18 18 -24 24 -30 30 -36 
850 3 . 9  5 . 2  5 . 2  35 . 1  3 7 . 7  1 3 . 0  
700 2 . 6  2 . 6  9 . 1 39.0 36.4 1 0 . 4  
500 1 . 3  6 . 6  3 8 . 2  46. 1 7 .9  
400 1 .4 6 . 8  4 1 . 1  3 5 . 6  1 5 . 1 
300 4 . 8  3 . 2  39.9  42 . 8 1 4 . 3  
250 3 . 3  4 1 . 7  4 1 . 7  1 3 . 3  
200 42 . 2  49. 1 1 . 6 
1 5 0  1 . 8 2 3 . 2  69.6 3.6 
1 00 2 . 0  30.0 64.0 4.0 
( 1 969) give the mean height of 500 mb as 5280 m; we got 5270  m. For 200 mb 
the corresponding heights are 1 1 ,440 m and 1 1  ,4 60 m. Taljaard et al . ( 1 969) 
give a long-term temperature of  _4 60  C for January at the 1 00 mb level ; we 
got -48 0  C.  For greater heights Labitzke and van Loon ( 1 972 )  used satellite 
radiation measurements together with monthly mean maps for January 1 969.  
They give mean heights for 50  mb and 30 mb of 20 , 780  m and 24 ,200 m, which 
are within the range we observed for these heights at Bouvetøya. The corre­
sponding temperatures are -460  C and _43 0 C,  while we got -45 . 1 0 C and 
-42.5 0 C, respectively. According to the IGY data the standard deviation of 
the height of the 500 mb level shows a l atitudinal maximum during the sum­
mer months near 55 S of 1 20 m (van Loon 1 96 7 ) . From the 91 flights to this 
l evel we get a standard deviation of  1 1 0 m. The above dose accordance be­
tween the various parameters indicates a good internal consistency in the 
previous estimat es and suggests that the average upper air conditions in the 
Bouvetøya area were fairly dose to normal for the observation period .  
Lee waves 
Satellite imagery shows that atmospherie lee waves are of ten generated by 
isolated islands. This phenomenon has been studied by e .g .  Fj ellheim ( 1 9 73 ) ,  
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and Gj evik and Martinsen ( 1 9 7 7 )  for some Arctic islands. Waves are found to 
be particularly frequent in the wake of ] an Mayen. Obs::rvations of meso­
scale wake clouds in the Southern Hemisphere are reported by e .g .  Fuj i ta and 
Tescon ( 1 9 7 7 ) .  Photographs taken from Skylab show that Bouvetøya may have 
an effect on the air masses over extensive distances (240 km) . During our upper 
air programme it  was soon realized that relatively great variations occurred in 
the ascension rate of  the radios onde balloons . Fig. 8 shows some characteristic 
examples. A cubic spline smoothing method has be en used for the minute-to­
minute calculated rate ascents .  Similar variations were observed for all the 
93 flights considered here,  and Fig 8G represents conditions where the varia­
tions were at a minimum. 
The observations of crests and troughs at various levels indicate  wave 
lengths of the most pronounced lee motions of  3 - 1 4  km, and also that the 
wave length increases with wind speed. Wave lengths were estimated to 
1 0- 1 5  km from the Skylab photographs at Bouvetøya and from satellite 
imagery to 8-15  km behind the Arctic islands (Gj evik and Martinsen 1 9 7 7 ) .  
Smaller irregularities may b e  observed near the crest and trough o f  the 
waves (e.g. Fig. 8B) . This indicates that a complex wave pattern exists. The 
Skylab photographs show both transverse and di verging systems at the same 
time. 
The reproduced examples in Fig. 8 give a general impression of a systematic 
reduction of the motions when approaching the tropopause .  However, in some 
cases the vertical motions seem to increase again when moving into the 
stratosphere, and considerable  vertical motion may be found at heights of 
between 15 and 30 km. During these conditions (Fig. 8 C, E ,  F, and G) the 
temperature soundings (Fig. 8 H) show a variable temperature stratification at 
these heights .  
Apart from the flight shown in F ig  8 G, the  maximum variation in  the 
vertical ascension rate i s  observed to be  3-6 m s- I .  The departure from the 
average ascension rate for the individual flights is  between 1 and 4 m s-\ 
which may indicate the magnitude of  the vertical velocities affecting the 
balloon. We do not know if the balloon reached equilibrium with the accele­
rating (decelerating) forces when passing the crests and troughs. The actual 
vertical velocities may therefore be higher than stat ed above . 
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Measurements of ocean current and bottom pressure 
near Bouvetøya, January-March 1 97 9 *  
B y  A .  Foldvik 1 ,  T .  Gammelsrød1 ,  and T .  Tørresen1 
Abstraet 
Registrations of current and bottom pressure for a period of s ix w eeks are presented. The 
tidal periods dominate the records. The sea surface variations have a range of about 65 cm 
and the current 50 emis . A three-day periDd is al so present, and i t  i s  suggested that the moving 
low pressure systems set up balanced, topographically s teered currents of the same periDd.  
The mean eurrent for the six-week period is  6 . 7  emis east-northeast ( 70° ) . 
l .  Introduction 
This note presents the results from a sub- surface mooring launched south 
of Bouvetøya on 23 January 1 9 7 9  and recovered on 8 March 1 9 79  by the 
Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedition 1 9 7 8/79 .  The water depth was 
585 m and the position is indicated on the map (Fig. l ) .  The mooring consisted 
of an Aanderaa WLR-5 pressure recorder at the bottom, an Aanderaa RCM-4 
current meter 250 m above the bottom, and a subsurface mooring buoy about 
1 0 m above the current meter. 
Bouvetøya is situated in  the Antarctic Circumpolar Current south of the 
Antarctic Convergenee Zone, e .g .  Tchernia ( 1 980) . Hydrographical obser­
vations ne ar Bouvetøya was first obtained by Mosby ( 1 934) on the "Norvegia" 
Expedition 1 92 7-28 .  His results agree well with a CTD station taken on 
the day of the recovery of the rig (Fig. 2 ) . Mosby's observations show a colder 
surface layer, which is expected since his stations were obtained in December. 
Fig .  2 shows that the stratification is weak below the seasonal pycnocline.  
The baroclinic pressure signal is  therefore probably small ,  and the bottom 
pressure variations are expected to reveal the variations in the surface leve! 
plus atmospheric pressure. Wearn and Baker ( 1 980) used similar bottom 
pressure observations to study variations in the Antarctic Circumpolar Cur­
rent. 
". Publieation No. 4 7  of  the Norwegian Antarctic Researeh Expedi tions .  ( 1 9 7 8/79) . 
1 Geofysisk Institutt, Avd. A, Univers i tetet i Bergen, N-50 1 4  Bergen-Univ .. Norway. 
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2 .  Pressure Measurements 
If changes in density are disregarded, the variations in the bottom pressure 
reflect variations in the sea level due to tid es. varying atmospherie pressure 
and wind-driven currents, i . e .  convergenee or divergence in wind-driven 
Ekman transports .  Theoretically, slow changes in atmospherie pressure cause 
the sea level to react as a reverse barometc:r. In the ideal case ,  with no other 
disturbing effects, changes in sea level will compensate completely for the 
varying atmospherie pressure and the bottom pressure will be unaffected .  
Therefore the variations in  the observed bottom pressure are mainly caused 
by tides and wind-driven currents. 
The registrations are presented in Fig. 8 ,  and show a typical mixed tide 
with diurnal and semidiurnal periods dominating. The apparent two-week 
period is due to the interference of th : s ::midiurnal periods M2 and S2. The 
maximum range during the observation period is 65 cm. 
We have computed the power spectrum for the pressure record using the 
"Maximum Entropy Method" (see Fig . .Jc ) .  As expected the tidal bands domi­
nate .  The subharmonic periods which show up near 8 hrs, 6 hrs, etc. are 
typical for shallow water tides. There is also a peak at approximately three 
days .  
To study phenomena with periods longer than one day we have filtered 
out most of  the short time variations us ing a 25 hrs running average. The 
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results are presented in Fig. 5 and show the sea level variations due to tid es 
and wind-driven currents on a time scale longer than one day. The three­
day period found in the power spectrum is  clearly seen. 
3. Current measurements 
The current meter was situated 250 m above the bottom. The main direction 
of the i sobaths at the mooring site i s  east-northeast ( 7 0 0 ) . The registrations 
are presented in Fig. 6 where the velocity vector has been decomposed in the 
direction of the isobaths (denoted by U70) and in the direction normal to the 
isobaths (denoted by V340) .  Obviously the mean current i s  directed along the 
Table 
Compone'nt long aX1S (emis) short axis (cmis) a 
M2 6.4 3 . 6  7 7 °  
S2 3 . 6  1 .6 64" 
Kl 3.0 0 .4  60°  
01  1 . 7  0 .5 5F 
The Table  gives the orientation and magni tude o f  the maj or and minor axes for the 
current e l l ipses shown in  Fig. 7 .  a denotes the orientation of  the maj or axis measured clock­
wise from north. 
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isobaths (see also Fig. 9) . The eurrent is  dominated by the tides and the U70 
amplitudes are larger (range up to 50 emis) than the V340 amplitudes .  
The eurrent ellipses for some t idal  eomponents are given in  Fig. 7 and 
Table l .  The rotation i s  eounter-cloekwise for all ellipses and the M2 eompo­
nent is  the dominating one. Note that the majo r  axes of the ellipses are 
oriented parallei to the isobaths and that the diurnal ellipses are very eeeen­
tric . Thus there are only weak eross- isobath eurrents with diurnal periods .  
This is  also apparent in the power spectra for the eurrent eomponents (Fig. 8)  
whieh demonstrates how the diurnal period vanishes for the V3JO eomponent . 
For the U70 component a period of 3 . 5  days appears, and this period i s  also 
easily reeognizable in the 25 hrs running averages (Fig. 9) . 
4. Discussion 
As mentioned above, Bouvetøya is situated in the Antarctie Cireumpolar 
Current. For the period of observation the mean eurrent was 6 . 7  emis directed 
east-northeast along the isobaths .  I t  should be noted that large fluctuations 
appear which, at intervals ,  may even eause westerly residual eurrents (see 
Fig. 9) . 
The power spectrum for the air pressure observations obtained at Bouvet­
øya during the mooring periods is  shown in Fig. 1 0 . The dominating periods 
are about 3 and 7 days with a longer 2 1 -day period whieh is more uncertain 
due to the short period of observation. As mentioned earlier the three-day 
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period also appears in the records of bottom pressure and the U70 current 
component (see Figs. 5 and 9) . A possibl e  explanation is  that the wind asso­
ciated with the low pressure systems produce divergent water transports in 
the surfaee layer whieh yields a lowering of  the surfaee level and is seen 
as low values in the bottom pressure record (Fig. 5) . Variations in the sea 
surfaee level yield horizontal pressure gradients whieh give rise to aeeele­
ration of the water mass .  Due to the relatively long foreing period the resul­
ting motion will be  near a geostrophie balanee and eontrolled by the bottom 
topography. Thus the eross- isobath eomponent is suppressed (Fig. 9) and the 
eurrent along the isobaths varies with the same period as the air pressure. 
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Analysis of wave measurements at Bouvetøya *  
By Øivind Arntsen1 and John Snuggerud2 
Abstract 
Waves were measured 5 km north of Bouvetøya during February 1 9 7 9  (Antarctic summer) . 
Period stat istics .  zero-up-cross and spectral analys i s  have been performed on the wave 
recordings . The sea s tate i s  described and occurrence and duration of s torms are presented. 
S torm wave spectra are analysed and compared with common ocean wave spectra. Results 
show that  the sea state during the Antaret ie  summer can be  compared with the sea con­
ditions on the Norwegian Continental Shelf in  the winter. 
Introduction 
As part of the programme of the "Norwegian Antarctic Research Expe­
dit ion 1 9 7 8/79" ,  waves were measured off Bouvetøya with equipment from 
the River and Harbour Laboratory (VHL) and carried out by Expedition per­
sonneI .  Data processing and data analysis were undertaken by the VHL. This 
paper presents the measured data and the results of the data analysis .  
The purpose of this investigation is to get a better knowledge and under­
standing of the ocean climate in the Antarctic areas, especially at Bouvetøya 
which is s ituated far away from other coastal areas . A survey of the sea and 
weather conditions in the area are given by Ivanov et al. ( 1 960) . Our measured 
data have been compared with rna in features presented in that paper, and 
no gre at discrepancy has been found between our reg istrations and that survey 
as far as waves are concerned . 
The region off Bouvetøya distinguishes itself by gre at depths, up to 5000 m , 
and practically borderless fetches .  Bouvetøya is situated in the westerl ies and 
cyclones pass frequently ; two to four storms per week are not unusual . The 
area is therefore one of  the most exposed places in the World Ocean. 
Periods with great stratification of  the water may occur due to the melted 
ice and snow. Speculations have been furthered that the stratification may 
affect the surface waves in such a manner that they will not achieve the same 
heights as in the absence of  stratification. This can be  explained by energy 
transfer from sur face waves to internal waves .  Ivanov et al . ( 1 960) claim 
* Publi cation No .  48  of the Norwegian Antarctic Research Expedit i-ons . ( 1 9 7 8/ 1 9 79) . 
1 Norwegian Hydrodynamic Laboratori es ,  Divis ion River and Harbour Laboratory. Trond­
heim, Norway. 
2 Norwegian Telecommunicat ions Adminis tration. 
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1 1 5 
that under the same wind conditions, wave heights may, in the absence of a 
pycnoclinic l ayer, become two to three times greater than in a situation with a 
strong pycnocline. 
Figs. l a, b ,  c show the result of hydrographic measurements at three 10-
cations off Bouvetøya. The measurements in deep water 70-80 km off the 
i sland show a very well mixed upper layer down to 80 m, and an inter­
mediate shear layer down to 300 m.  These measurements were taken j ust 
after a storm, whi le  the results in Fig. l a  were achieved just before this storm 
and give perhaps a more rel iable pidure of the stratification in the area at 
the time when the wave measurements were conduded. It  indicates that no 
pycnocline is present and that the stratification, therefore, has minor effed 
on the waves .  
The i nstrumentation and data material 
Description of the Waverider buoy 
The waves were measured with a surface following waverider buoy (manu­
fadured by Datawell , Holland) with a diameter of 0 . 7  m .  Fig. 2 shows the 
mooring system. The wave buoy measured acceleration, and the double-inte­
grated accelerometer signals were telemetered to a receiver placed at the 
Nyrøysa station. 
Fig .  2 .  Waverider buoy moor­
ing system for deep water. 
l 
A N C  HOR 600 kg 
S U R F A C E  
t. D  M E T E R  
___ 4-----� flOAT I N G  B R A I O E D  R O P E  SO m l V, "  
___ SUBSURFA C E  BUQY JOO l 
_ S I N K I N G  B R A I D E O  ROPE 2 1 /� 
1,5 m C H A I N  3/, " 
BOTTOM 
'----- DREDGE 3D kg 
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R E C E I V E R  A N D  R E C O R D I N G  S Y S T E M  DATA H A N D L I N G  A N D  D A T A  A N A LY S E S  
L- - A D D I T I O N A L  SYS T E M  A T  S EA S TAT I O N - - - - - - - -
.. . . . . .  D A T A  F L O W  I F  · N E C E S S A R Y  
C O N V E R S I O N  
T O  MAG. lAP E 
DATA C Q N T ROl 
C O R R E e r l O N  
A N A l Y S I S  
R E S U L I S  
Fig.  3 .  Data flows of the waverider recording and data handling system. 
The data were digitized every half second and stored on magnetic tapes .  
Normall'y one record of approximately 20 minutes was taken every thi rd hour. 
The uncertainty in  wave amplitude is less than 3% for waves with fre­
quencies between 0 .065 and 0.5 Hz, corresponding to wave periods from 
2 to 15 s .  Outside this interval, between the limits 0 .035 Hz and 0 . 65 Hz, the 
deviation from the real amplitude may be up to 30%. 
The waverider buoy was calibrated before shipment in a 4 m diameter 
wheel .  The rotation of the wheel gives simulated wave periods from 4 to 20 
seconds. The buoy was damaged (probably by freezing) in transport back from 
the Antarctic, and calibration after field service has therefore not been carried 
out. This has usually no effect on the results since the greatest deviation ever 
detected in calibration before and after field work i s  5- 1 0% in wave height 
and no deviation in wave period . 
The wind data 
The wind speed and direction used in this paper are visually estimated by 
watching the sea state from the meteorological station at Nyrøysa.  The wind 
observations are therefore good estimates of the wind state at the buoy. 
Wave data material 
The buoy was moored north of Bouvetøya at 54 °2 1 .3 'S ,  3 ° 1 8 . 8 'E ,  where 
the water depth was 1 80 meter. The position is  some 4 . 9  km from Kapp Cir­
concision and 4 .4 km from Kapp Valdivia. Registrations started on 1 February 
1 9 7 9  at 0000 GMT and terminated on 1 March 1 9 7 9  at 2 1 00 GMT. 
tDave data proeessing 
The data handling and data processing routines are shown schematically 
in Fig. 3 .  This system is called NEPTUN and is built  up for the following 
parts : 
1 1 7  
Conversion to computer compatible tapes and mass-storage files. 
Data control and correction procedures. 
Data analysis with lists of spectral and zero-up-crossmg parameters and 
period statistics . 
Samples are rej ected if there are too many spikes, succes sive equal para­
meters, unphysical accelerations, too long wave periods or too high values of 
Hs compared with H max ' The computer programme is written in FOR TRAN for 
the UNIVAC (Torsethaugen and Krogstad 1 9 79) .  Some of the computed para­
meters are shown in Fig. 4 .  
PARAMETER DEF I N I T I ONS : 
( UNIT METE RS ( HE I GHTS ) ,  S E CONDS ( PERIODS ) )  
1 .  ZERO CRO S S ING PARAMETERS 
H Ind i v i d ua l  wave h e i g h t . 
Hs 
- Ave r a g e  of t h e  one t h i r d  h i g he s t  wave s . 
H
max He i gh t  o f  h i gh e s t  wave . 
H mean 
H
S 1 ma x  
-
T 
T s 
T z 
T
Hma x  
Ave r a g e  o f  i n d i v i d u a l  wave h e i gh t s , H .  
He i gh t  o f  s t e e p e s t  wave . 
I n d i v i d u 8 l  wave pe r i o d s . 
Ave r a g e  pe r i o n o f  t h e  one t h i rd h i g he s t  
Ave r a g e  pe r i od o f  ind i v i d u a l  wave s , T .  
P e r i o d  o f  t h e  h i gh e s t  wave . 
wa v e s . 
T R e c o r d  1 eng t h  d i v i d e d  by numb e r  o f  e r e s t s .  c 
S l 
S l m e a n  
S l m a x  
S l Hm a x  
-
2 
S t e e pn e s s  of an incl i vi d u a l  wave : S l  =H ! ( 1 . 5 6 T ) .  
Ave r a g e  wave s t e e p ne s s . 
S t e e p n e s s  of s t e e p e s t  wave , maximum o f  S l ' 
S t ee pn e s s  of h i ghe s t  wave . 
2 .  SPECTRUM PARAMETE R S  
T ti 
Op 
Rb Fig. 4. Parameter definitions. 
E s t i ma t e  of H s 
P e r i o d  of s pe e t  ra I peak . 
Lowe r wave pe r i od of s i gn i f i e an e e . 
5% of t h e  e n e r gy h 8 ve s h o r t e r  pe r i od s . 
Upper wave pe r i o d o f  s i gn i f i c a ne e . 
5% of t h e  e n e r gy have l o n g e r  pe r i od s . 
S p e e t rum w i d t h  parame t e r . 
Ha l f  v a l ue wi d t h  of s pe e t rum peak . 
1 1 8 
The programme is used for nearly all analyses of wave data gathered in 
Norway. As per l September 1 9 7 9  approximately 30,000 time series had 
passed through the programrne. 
The speetraI analysis 
An estimate of the scalar frequency spedrum of the wave field is obtained 
by computing the periodogram of the record by means of Fast Fourier Trans­
form (FFT) . This i s  the usual way of obtaining power spedra, and is  a fast, 
reliable, and thoroughly studied method .  
The periodogram is  computed from the t ime series 
N - 1  { X ( j ) } j = O as follows 
1 I : 2 S (f) = - X (j ) e-i j A  I Nfo . i It = 2nf/fo 
f = O, f o /N, 2fo/N . . . . .  
where f is the frequency and fo the sampling frequency. N is a power of 2 in 
order to gain maximum efficiency of the FFT. For presentation and com­
putation of  the derived parameters, a smoothed spedrum is computed by a 
moving average of  the periodogram. 
The zero-upcrossing analysis 
The zero-upcrossings are the time when the record crosses the zero level 
from negative to positive values. When the zero upcrossings and heights are 
determined, we have also identified the waves, i . e .  the pieces of  the record 
between two subsequent zero upcrossings. The problem is  not weU defined 
since noise etc. greatly affeds the results .  The algorithm gives us an array of 
periods and heights of individual waves.  Parameters computed from this array 
are described in Fig. 4 .  
Recovery and uncertainty o f  wave data 
During the period, 1 96 samples containing a total amount of 28 ,307  single 
waves were recorded, which means a data recovery of  88% . The res,t is re­
j eded due to instrumentation failure and control criteria. The zero-upcrossing 
results indicate some systematic errors in the wave registrations which are 
not correded by the NEPTUN programrne. 
There is a number of  unphysical long waves in many samples which seems 
like a sort of drifting in the data. This i s  an instrumentation/calibration effed 
and can give rise to an error in parameters derived from the zero-upcrossing 
analysis .  The drift l eads to unphysically great values in the spedrum for very 
low frequencies .  Parameters based on the spedrum where the integration 
limits are set beyond this error area will therefore be  more rel iable and the 
discussion and dedudions are made mainly on the basis of  these parameters. 
Fig. 5 .  Comparison between 
Hs and H4RMS' 
" 
� 6.0 
5 5  
4 5  
4 0  
l 5  
1 1 9 
" �  
.' 
O S  1 0  1 S 2 0  2 5  3 0  3 5  ' 5  5 0  5 5  6 0  6 S  7 0  
H ,  
However, the comparison between Hs and H4RMs shown in Fig. 5 shows that 
H s is just as good an estimate of significant wave height as is  H4RMs' This 
agrees with com mon theory. 
Results 
General 
The results of the wave data analysis are presented in tables and diagrams 
in Figs . 6 - 1 6 .  A logarithmic presentation of the spectrum for each 20-minute 
period is also calculated but these data are stored at VHL on data listings . 
However, some of the spectra in connection with storms are presented ar.d an 
isoplet diagram of time development of energy density is given in Fig . I l . 
Period variations of H., and H max and Hmean are shown in Fig .  1 0 . TI,is 
figure shows that H. > 4.0 m on five occasions and Hs > 6 .0  m on only two 
occaSlOns .  
The maximum sea state, with wave height Hmax = 1 0.4 m and period 
T Hmax = 1 1 . 7  sec, was recorded during a storm 28 February - 1 March 1 9 79 .  Hs 
reached its maximum with 6 . 7  m.  The spectrum development of tLis storm is 
present ed in Fig.  1 2 , and a comparison with a parameterized spectrum known 
as the Pierson - Moskowitz spectrum is shown in Fig . 1 3 .  The parameters in 
the Pierson - Moskowitz spectrum are chosen by a best curve fit mettod. 
The frequency distribution of Hs is given in Fig . 1 7 . The table sr.ows ttat 
22 % of the registrations of H. are below 2 m, 78 % below 3 m, and 93 % below 
4 m, and that 56 % of the registered waves have 2 m < Hs < 3 m .  
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Fig. 8 Histograms show ing the distribu­
tion of: a) The average wave steepness 
(Slmean) , steepness of steepest wave (Slmax) 
and steepness of highest wave (SlHmax) ' b) 
The speetrum width parameter ( Q.P) and 
the half value of speetrum peak (Rb) . 
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It  is required for many kinds of operation at sea that the sea state is below a 
particular value for a certain duration of time. Although one month of measure­
ments is too little to get reliable information on duration statistics, the data have 
been analysed with duration requirements of 3, 6, 1 2 , 24, and 48 hours of sea 
state with Hs < 2, 3, and 4 m. The results are shown in the table in Fig .  14 .  
The analysis shows that the  dura t i  on of  Hs < 4 m for longer than 48 hours 
will occur 69 % of the time, and that the duration of Hs < 2 m for 3 hours or 
more will occur 2 1  % of the time in the observation period. 
The results are compared with the same duration criteria at Tromsøflaket 
( 7 1 °30'N, 1 9°00 'E) on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (Tryggestad 1 980) . 
Based on the Tromsøflaket data and an assumption of equivalence in change 
between summer and winter situations at the two places, winter sea-state 
distribution at Bouvetøya is calculated and presented in Fig . 14 .  This becomes 
a very rough estimate . The winter sea-state distribution is based on the assump­
tion that the area considered is free from ice, which may not be the case in the 
area off Bouvetøya in the winter. The presence of icebergs and pack-ice will 
inhibit the development of waves. Therefore the sea-state during winters off 
Bouvetøya will be more quiet than indicated by the values in Fig .  1 4. 
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Fig. 1 2 .  Wave spectra development in the storm on 28 February - 1  March 1979 at Bouvetøya. 
Storm conditions 
There are two storm situations with wind speeds above 30 knots . Simultaneous 
values of wind speed and direction and significant wave height (H4RMS) for the se 
periods are shown in Fig .  1 5 . From I l  to 1 2  February the wind speed was 
20 - 30 knots, strong breeze to near gale .  The significant wave height was 
between 2 . 5  and 5 . 5  m. From 28 February to 1 March the wind speed increased 
from 20 to 45 knots, strong breeze to strong gale .  The significant wave height 
increased from 3 m to 6 . 7  m in 1 2  hours . The spectrum development of this 
storm is shown in Fig . 1 2 .  
Wave statisties 
The joint distribution of H - T and Hs - T z is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The 
amount of samples is too small to perform long-term statistics, but some distri­
bution phenomena and characteristics can be deduced. 
The highest measured wave, which had a height of 1 0 .4 m and a period of 
1 1 . 6  seconds, occurred during the storm on 28 February. The distribution of T 
1 28 
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Fig. 1 3 . Comparison between registered storm wave spectrum o n  1 March 1979 and the parameterized 
Pierson-Moscowitz spectrum which is chosen by a best curve fit method. 
is shown in Fig .  6. When we disregard waves with periods above 1 8  seconds, 
1 .4 % of the waves have periods longer than 1 5  seconds and 35 % greater than 
8 seconds. The highest significant wave height, 6 . 7  m, was recorded at the same 
time as the highest measured wave. The corresponding periods were Ts = 1 1 . 2 
sec, Tz = 9 . 3  sec, Tp = 1 4.0  sec . Values of T" Tz and Tp longer than 1 5, 1 2 , 
and 1 7  seconds, respectively, have not been registered. 76 % of the waves have 
129 
Frequency table of H in 7. as [unc t i on of duralion s 
Wave height H.t: 2 ro Hoi( 3 ro H � 4 ro 
� 
-s s s 
our) 3 6 12 24 48 3 6 12 24 48 3 6 12 24 48 
P1ace 
Peri od 
BouvetØya 
Feb 1979. 
Antarctic 21 20 16  1 5  lO 77 75 73 73 41 90 90 87 85 69 
summer 
(from data) 
Tromsø-
flaket. 
Mean data 67 67 66 63 54 88 87 87 86 84 96 95 94 94 93 
Summer 19 77 
and summer 
1 978 
Trornsø-
fl aket. 
He;", data 
winter 77/ 21 21 18 12 4 60 59 57 53 44 80 79 78 76 70 
78 and 78/ 
79 
Bouvetøya. 
Antaretie 
winter 
estimated 7 6 4 3 1 53 51 48 45 23 75 75 72 69 52 
on data 
from Tromsø-
flaket. 
Fig. 14. Duration of sea state off Bouvetø.ya and comparison with results from Tromsøflaket (7 JO 30' N, ' 
19°00' E). The sea state off Bouvetøya during the Antarctic winter is estimated. 
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1 6 . Gomparison qf distribution qf Hs at Bouvetøya and at Tromsøflaket ( Tr. fl. ) .  
8 
8 sec < T. < I l  sec, 74 % have 6 sec < Tz < 8 sec, and 68 % have 8 sec < Tp 
< I l  sec . 
The spectral peakedness parameter Qp seems to vary considerably (as shown 
in Fig .  8) . 69 % of the spectra has Qp betwecn 1 . 5 and 2 . 5 ,  and this points to­
wards the conclusion that the sea state can be described by a Pierson - Moskowitz 
spectrum in most cases . 
The cumulative distribution of H. at Bouvetøya is compared in Fig . 1 6  with 
the distribution of H. at Tromsøflaket in different periods . It shows that the 
sea state at Tromsøflaket in November is similar to that registered at Bouvetøya. 
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